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individual will inevitably find themselves in 
this position. Losing a loved one in Germany 
today, feels like travelling back in time as 
outdated funeral practices and !ath-related 
customs are being preserved by the funeral 
home industry.

In Germany, !ath rites remain closely tied to 
religious practices and traditions on a surface 
level, but today profit-driven funeral homes 
attend to the dead and grieving. The state of 
!ath care in Germany today seems mostly 
void of real compassion and individual deci-
sion-making. The combination of memorial 
practices routed in Christian religion, fear of 
!ath in Western culture and the state of the 
funeral home industry, has resulted in !ath 
being a truly wicked problem. I believe that 
socially responsible design can intervene and 
open the space for sharing and respectful 
envisioning of a more empathetic, person-
alised and need-based future of death and 
grief. 

Exploring the intersection of design and 
!ath is important and valuable to me due 
to personal experiences. I have lost both my 
father and mother within the last five years and 
became a full orphan at age 24. It is through 
these losses, that I as a social designer have 
been able to notice the above-mentioned 
shortcomings of German !ath care and 
Western !ath industries. I have seen and 
felt !ath first-hand as a wicked problem for 
design in the Western world and can therefore 
identify the need for social innovation – there 
is a vacuum in which social design can enter 
and mediate. While design opportunities are 

Why write a master thesis on !ath in the field 
of social design? 

Designing for socially, environmentally, and 
economically sustainable transformation 
lies at the core of social design. According to 
professor of design Elizabeth Resnick (2019, 
p. 3), social design is the “practice of design 
where the primary motivation is to promote 
positive social change within society” by 
focusing on so-called wicked problems in 
life. Richard Buchanan (1992, p. 126) describes 
these “wicked problems” as defined by “inde-
terminacy”: they are “social system problems 
which are ill-formulated, where the informa-
tion is confusing (…) and where the ramifi-
cations in the whole system are confusing”. 

Death poses such a wicked problem. Within 
our Western social system, design has 
predominantly focused on designing for life 
– what about its role in designing the socially 
and environmentally sustainable transforma-
tion of death in Western society? Truly socially 
responsible design must focus on the needs 
that arise when inevitably, !ath becomes 
part of the equation of life. 

The one certainty of life, for all living things (not 
just humans) on this planet, is !ath. However, 
as the social psychologists Je! Greenberg, 
Sheldon Solomon and Tom Pyszczynski (2015, 
p. 7) describe in !"#$%&'($)*$*"#$+&'#,$-.$*"#$
/&0#$&1$2#)*"$3.$431#: Western, predominantly 
Christian societies, are defined by their !ath 
anxiety and fear of the inevitable end. Thus, 
!ath is considered an uncomfortable, if not 
taboo topic to speak about openly and goes 
unaddressed across personal relationships, in 
our communities and on all broader societal 
levels. An unchallenged avoidance of death at 
all costs, dictates how our social, economic, 
and political (if not all) systems are structured 
and construed (ibid, p. 9). This has dire conse-
quences: the needs of the dying and grieving 
are not being attended to, even though every 

D"ign for end-of-life is 
an emerging area, gaining 

visibility and interdisciplinary 
inter#. (Nickp$r, 2019, p. 2275)

1.1 Death and Design?
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abundant !ath has rarely been considered 
a place for design and designers. While we 
design for all other life milestones, such as 
birth and weddings, !ath has been left out 
of the equation. However, change is slowly 
coming: a few select funeral homes, pallia-
tive care facilities, hospices and non-profit 
organizations focusing on the end-of-life, 
have recognised the transformative possi-
bilities of designing for !ath. Now, a small, 
still disjointed movement of product, graphic, 
interior, strategic and social designers, are 
addressing the dissonance between how 
society treats !ath and the highly individual 
needs of people experiencing !ath and grief. 
It is here, where an avant-garde of a design 
for !ath can possibly be discerned and this 
thesis builds upon.

Western society and specifically Germany, 
the site of my personal experiences, is in dire 
need of a social and sustainable transfor-
mation of its !ath practices and grief o!er-
ings. Perhaps this can be achieved through 
a decoupling of commercialized, religious 
traditions and focusing on personalisation, 
empathy, and compassion. If humans at some 
point designed the system of how we view, 
experience and treat !ath as a society, there 
must be space to re-design it too. Possibly 
with the help of social design’s uniquely 
multi-disciplinary and collaborative approach.

1.2 Research Question

In 2#536.$7##*5$2#)*", the design researcher 
Farnaz Nickpour (2019, p. 2278) proposes 
that to explore an “end-of-life collaboration”, 
designers should apply a two-tiered systemic 
approach, originating in design thinking, that 
addresses the following two research ques-
tions: 

!"#$%&$'(&%#(&)'*%*)$+&,-(.%*/0.1&.%'$%(2*)&
/33/'%-0*%*(.&$04&.*20*5*)$0%&)/0%'*6-%*/0.&
$'/-04&4(.*20&$04&(047/57+*5(89&

Goal: identify the Why and the How

!:-*+4*02&/0&%#(&$6/;(1&#/<&=*2#%&4(.*20&
#(+3&'(*=$2*0(&$04&*=3'/;(&(047/57+*5(&(>3(7
'*(0)(89

Goal: identify the What

By reframing the above proposal to apply to 
social design and Western !ath culture in 
part one, and more specifically designing for 
!ath in Germany in part two, this thesis will 
research and intends to answer the following 
two research questions: 

Research Question 1: 

What are the critical questions, strategic 
opportunities, and significant contributions 
around !ath and design in the West?

Research Question 2: 

Building on the research insights above, 
how might social design help reimagine and 
improve !ath culture and communication 
in Germany? 
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1.3 Research Objectives

The objectives of the following research are 
to: 

Explore the human relationship to 
!ath, from a historical and socio-psycho-
logical perspective and understand how the 
inevitable end-of-life defines daily life.

Investigate Western, so-called “spec-
tacular !ath” of the 21st century, and identify 
its key characteristics, issues and movements, 
with a specific focus on Germany (Jacobsen, 
2016, p. 3).

Survey !ath attitudes and actors to 
help understand the emergence of ‘moderne 
Bestattungskulturen’1  in Germany

Identify what social design can do to 
contribute to the field of ‘moderne Bestattung-
skulturen’ to improve German !ath culture 
and communication.

1.4 Structure of Paper

This master thesis comprises two parts, 
covered in five chapters. The first is the 
theoretical part, which introduces the topic 
of !ath in Western human life by reviewing 
literature in the field of thanatology (the study 
of !ath) and social psychology. The core of 
the theoretical part reviews desk research 
and literature to present key characteristics, 
issues, and trends in the so-called “spec-
tacular !ath” of the 21st century (Jacobsen, 
2016, p. 3). This is used as a foundation for, 
and combined with, the evaluation of inter-
views with German actors in the ‘moderne 
Bestattungskulturen’ movement. In addi-
tion, a survey has been conducted to identify 
significant contributors, needs and strategic 
opportunities for a social design intervention 
in Germany.

The second part of this thesis proposes a 
practical social design intervention that 
addresses the strategic opportunities iden-
tified in Germany’s !ath. Combining the 
insights from part one with design research, 
ideation, prototyping and testing, the concept 
and final design outcomes were developed. 
These will be showcased in the master 
thesis presentation. Chapter six is there-
fore marked as TBA.

1| Modern burial cultures:
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1.5 Acknowledgment of 

Bias and Limitations

Bias

This body of work was researched and written 
by a white, cis-gender woman of privilege, 
who prescribes to an intersectional-femi-
nist worldview. Moreover, having received 
higher education in the United Kingdom, 
Canada and Germany, these perspectives 
are implicitly represented. In addition, as this 
thesis was written in the context of the SRH 
Hochschule for Design and Communication in 
Berlin, Germany, it is thus informed by a Euro-
centric social design discourse. I, the author, 
acknowledge that this results in inherent bias.

Limitations

To reduce the scope of this master thesis 
considering time and resource limitations, I 
chose to focus on a Western perspective on 
death. The conscious choice was made to 
largely exclude views from other parts of the 
world, as these did not fit into the research 
objectives. However, I aim to continue 
research at the intersection of !ath and 
design and further work building upon this 
thesis, will include more diverse perspectives 
from which !ath culture in the West can 
largely benefit. 

1.6 Methodology

The research framework of this thesis is 
based on design researcher Farnaz Nick-
pour’s (2019, p. 2278) two-tiered systemic 
approach to designing for end-of-life as 
proposed in 2#536.$7##*5$2#)*",$8$9)5#$
&1$9'3*39)0$:359&;'5#$).:$5*')*#639$9&.*'3<;=
*3&.5. Reframed from Nickpour’s original two 
research questions, the following two ques-
tions create the basic structure for the design 
research methodology:

1. What are the critical questions, strategic 
opportunities, and significant contributions 
around death, and design in the West?

2. Building on the research insights above, 
how might social design help reimagine and 
improve death culture and communication 
in Germany? 

To answer the first question an extensive 
literature review and desk research was 
conducted. The most important consulted 
works on !ath history and social psychology 
include James Gire’s >&?$2#)*"$@(3*)*#5$431#,$
+;0*;')0$@.10;#.9#5$&.$+&.9#A*3&.5$&1$2#)*"$
).:$2B3.6, Je! Greenberg, Sheldon Solomon, 
and Tom Pyszczynski’s %&'($)*$*"#$+&'#,$-.$
*"#$/&0#$&1$2#)*"$3.$431# and Michael Hviid 
Jacobsens’s CA#9*)9;0)'$2#)*"DE'&A&53.6$
)$F#?$G31*"$E")5#$to Philippe Ariès’s 8:(3=
')<0#$>35*&'B$&1$2#)*". Moreover, to uncover 
the Western relationship to death in the 
21st century, Michael Hviid Jacobsen’s work 
mentioned above was essential as well as 
Lucinda Herring’s /#3()63.3.6$2#)*",$C*&'3#5$
).:$E')9*39)0$%35:&($1&'$>&(#$G;.#')05$
).:$H'##.$I;'3)05, and brand eins’s recently 
published C*#'<#'#A&'*$JKJJ.

Moreover, to build the bridge between the 
theoretical and the practical part of the thesis, 
both qualitative and quantitative data were 
collected. Eight interviews with significant 
contributors in Germany’s ‘moderne Bestat-
tungskulturen’ movement were conducted
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and a qualitative content analysis in the form 
of coding was completed. In addition, the 
answers to a twenty-minute online survey 
entitled 2#)*"$).:$2#536. were analysed. 
Using the qualitative content analysis method, 
categorisation and clustering, produced 
both qualitative and quantitative insights. 
The combination of literature review, desk 
research, interviews, and the survey aims to 
provide answers to the first research ques-
tion and allows for a deduction of research 
insights for the second.

To identify how social design might help 
reimagine and improve !ath culture and 
communication in Germany, design research 
was conducted by collecting and analysing 
the current state of !ath design in the West. 
Making use of design research methods 
throughout this process, allowed for an 
exploration into death in the arts, the media. It 
also allowed for the comparison of traditional 
designs of, for example funeral homes to the 
emerging avantgarde of modern designers 
tackling the topic of !ath. Compiling these 
design insights on the online whiteboard 
73'&J$ enabled a continuous visualisation, 
which together with the theoretical research, 
helped identify the type of design outcome to 
most likely be able to produce tangible and 
compassionate results. 

2| Scan to access the Miro board
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2.1 What We Mean When We Talk About Death

Human existence on Earth is defined by the 
inevitability of !ath. The predetermined end 
of life is at the core of the anxiety that comes 
with conscious (and subconcious) existence. 
Asking what !ath is, is almost as impossibly 
big and disturbingly complex to answer, as 
trying to understand what life is. However, 
these two unconditional certainties of human 
reality go hand in hand. 

In simplest terms, !ath marks the end of all 
biological functions of an organism operating. 
According to the cultural psychologist James 
Gire (2014, p. 4) in >&?$2#)*"$@(3*)*#5$431#,$
+;0*;')0$@.10;#.9#5$&.$+&.9#A*3&.5$&1$2#)*"$
).:$2B3.6, contemporary !ath in the West 
is defined by medicine and rooted in Chris-
tian tradition. Customarily, Western medicine 
declares a person dead once all vital organs 
stop working – the heartbeat has ceased, the 
brain has stopped functioning and the breath 
has stilled. The completion of being alive. 
However, as the journalist Erica Buist (2021, p. 
274) points out in her book !"35$E)'*BL5$2#):,$
H'3#1M$N&B$).:$CA300#:$/;($)*$*"#$%&'0:L5$2#)*"$
G#5*3O)05, medical and scientific advance-
ments have transformed the end of life into 
a more vague, complex in-between state of 
human existence/non-existence, which so 
often plays out in a hospital setting. Once 
brain activity became measurable, it became 
unclear as to which organ ultimately deter-
mines !ath - it is now the finite diagnosis of 
brain !ath that determines a human being’s 
end (ibid).

However, both medical and spiritual concep-
tions of !ath define how we live our lives. 
These di!er across cultures and world reli-
gions. Hindu beliefs of rebirth as well as 
“Native American tribes and certain segments 
of Buddhism,” which believe that “the dead 
and the living coexist, and the dead can influ-
ence the well-being of the living”, are exam-
ples of symbiotic approaches to !ath in life 
(Gire, 2014, p. 4). Similarly, the toraja people 

of Indonesia believe that “!ath fixes prob-
lems” and because they become semi-gods 
after !ath, they are not afraid (Buist, 2021, p. 
96). Death in these non-Western conceptions 
is something to welcome: a state to reach after 
life in which one remains in contact with the 
living and is in a position of power. The histor-
ical dominance of Christianity in the West has 
in contrast resulted in a conception of !ath 
as a single, fearful event – a person can only 
die once and is then selected for either the 
promised heaven, the fearful fate of hell or 
the unknown of purgatory (Gire, 2014, p. 4).

We’re % a planet 
su&ain' by nothing, 
ca(i' thr$gh p)e 

space by a wi*ful &ar 
ma! of +re and in 
c%&ant ebu*i,%. 

We’re travelers covering 
traveling gr$nds.

Going, always going.

From Shif,ng the Silence 

by Etel Adnan
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2.2 A (Very Brief) History of Death

A significant history of !ath in the West was 
written by historian Philippe Ariès (1982) in 
!"#$>&;'$&1$-;'$2#)*", where he categorized 
death into four time periods spanning across 
the last 1000 years: tamed !ath, one’s own 
!ath, !ath of the other and hidden !ath. 
However, in PCA#9*)9;0)'$2#)*"QDE'&A&53.6$
)$F#?$G31*"$E")5#$*&$E"303AA#$8'3R5L5$8:(3=
')<0#$>35*&'B$&1$2#)*"S, the Danish sociologist 
Michael Hviid Jacobsen (2016, p. 2) points out 
that !ath, like any other social construct, is 
subject to change and it is therefore essen-
tial to contextualize and interpret according 
to time, place, “historical, social and cultural 
circumstances”. In his work Jacobsen analyses 
Ariès four categories, builds upon them and 
introduces “spectacular death”: the contem-
porary attitude of the 21st century4 (ibid). The 
following table provides an overview of Jacob-
sen’s summary of Ariés’s interpretation of a 
thousand years of !ath, up until the begin-
ning of the 21st century.

Until not very long ago, !ath was amid 
Western life but underwent an extraordi-
nary vanishing act throughout the societal 
transformations that resulted in the forbidden 
!ath of the 20th century (ibid, 7). From being 
part of public and everyday life, experienced 
and seen in the open, !ath became insti-
tutionalized - first by the Church, and then 
medicalized by hospitals (ibid). Moreover, 
as society removed !ath from life, grief and 
mourning were removed from the public 
realm into a personal, private matter to be 
dealt with in silence. 

3| Recently turned into a book entitled !"#$86#$&1$
CA#9*)9;0)'$2#)*"$(2020)

4|  Both authors solely focus on Western death mental-
ities. Choosing their works is an explicit exclusion of 
non-western history and attitudes before the medieval 
period. However, to limit the scope of research, their 
works are su!icient for providing the basic under-
standing needed to inform a social design approach 
that focuses on specifically death culture in German.

In CB(<&039$TU9").6#$).:$2#)*", the sociol-
ogist and cultural theorist Jean Baudrillard 
(1976, p. 147) describes the reality of this 
banning of !ath in life:

“(…) today, it is not normal to be dead, and this 
is new. To be dead is an unthinkable anomaly; 
nothing else is as o!ensive as this. Death is a 
delinquency, and an incurable deviancy. The 
dead are no longer inflicted on any place or 
space-time, they can find no resting place; 
they are thrown into a radical utopia.” 

No more mental space, nor physical place 
or time in life, seems to be left for !ath 
and the dead. They are hidden, removed, 
placed out-of-sight and out-of-mind as 
!ath became something divergent from 
the norm. The emergence of a pathological 
view of !ath - !ath as abnormal, dangerous 
and to be avoided - is especially visible in 
the Western obsession with physical health 
(Jacobsen, 2016, p. 7). The rise of the fitness 
and diet culture throughout the second half 
of the 20th century, has humans physically 
trying to outrun, spin, and train !ath away. 
Participation in this ‘outsmarting’ of death 
seems compulsory – the healing powers of 
healthy nutrition and exercise feed into the 
(im)mortality complexes that developed as 
!ath was pushed in the dark.

To summarize, !ath throughout the 21st 
century became: “(…) extraordinary, some-
thing that we would seldom encounter and 
experience first-hand, something that was 
predominantly “managed” or “processed” 
professionally and something that was 
primarily filtered through media represen-
tations” (ibid)
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2.3 Death and Knowledge

Even th$gh we know 
obje-ively that we are mortal, 

we come up with a* kinds of 
s.em" to "cape this 
!va&a,ng truth. 

(Cathcart & Klein, 2010, p. 14). 

As !ath was banned from life, Western 
society began to avoid !ath at all costs. 
It begs the question of how humans have 
developed such a toxic relationship with 
!ath in the first place? The German sociol-
ogist Norbert Elias (2001, p. 3) finds that the 
specific “knowledge of !ath causes prob-
lems for human beings” because we are the 
only (known) species aware of our imper-
manence and this awareness terrorizes the 
human existence. On a conscious level we 
know that no matter how hard we try to avoid 
!ath, we cannot escape it. However, as the 
father of psychoanalysis Sigmund Freud (1918, 
p. 2) writes in /#10#9*3&.5$&.$%)'$).:$2#)*": 
“we cannot indeed imagine our own !ath (…) 
at bottom no one believes in his own !ath, 
which amounts to saying: in the unconscious 
every one of us is convinced of his immor-
tality“. So, while humans are aware of their 
end, their unconscious is unable to reckon 
with that reality and as a result, developed 
a variety of coping mechanisms and social 
structures to circumvent !ath. 

This ambiguity between the fear-inducing 
“unbearable awareness” of the end of life 
and its unconscious denial, is the key char-
acteristic of the human relationship to !ath 
(Jacobsen, 2016, p. 2).

%&'($)*$*"#$+&'#,$-.$*"#$/&0#$&1$2#)*"$3.$
431#V establishes that with our awareness of 
!ath – “the downside of human intellect” – 
comes !ath anxiety (Greenberg, et al., 2015, 
p. 7). The authors propose that „terror is the 
natural and generally adaptive response to 
the imminent threat of !ath” and to deal with 
this mortal terror, humans have developed an 
expansive, two-fold coping mechanism (ibid).

According to Greenberg, Solomon and 
Pyszczynski‘s terror management theory, 
humans have to find identification with 
culturally specific realities as well as maintain 
their own personal significance, in order to 
manage their !ath anxiety (ibid). For thou-
sands of years humans have been creating 
their specific realities by installing “order, 
meaning and permanence” to structure an 
unstructured, impermanent world (ibid, p. 
9). An example of this is religion and as the 
philosophers Thomas Cathcart and Daniel 
Klein (2010, p. 22) point out, human fear of 
!ath has been “one of the major factors that 
drive humans to create and defend the illusion 
of gods and religion”. This has also led to the 
creation of cultures, which promise “immor-
tality,” and provide us with meaning and a 
sense of belonging in a seemingly meaning-
less world (Greenberg, et al., 2015 p. 9). Thus 
the creation of our own reality as a way of 
defying !ath, is achieved through identifica-
tion with a culture and when personal “cultural 
worldviews” are maintained in “governmental, 
educational and religious institutions, and 
rituals” (ibid).

2.4 Death and Fear

5| Based on over thirty years of experimental research 
and interdisciplinary consultation
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Simultaneously, humans spend their lives 
trying to establish their own individual signifi-
cance in the world. In order to cope with !ath 
anxiety, we need to feel like we have personal 
significance and a sense of worth in the world. 
Greenberg et al. (ibid) define this as a need for 
high “self-esteem”. A question such as who do 
you want to be when you grow up, signifies the 
value placed on well-developed selfesteem
and the human search for legacy. Feeling 
‘worthless’ on the other hand, brings humans 
too close to the feelings of impermanence and 
nothingness - too close to despair around 
life’s meaningless in the face of !ath. 

Humans have created a protective shield to 
manage their terror by combining a sense 
of belonging to something larger than life 
– a culture – in which your worldviews are 
signalled to you as true, with high self-esteem. 
However, there is great variety in the extent 
to which di!erent world cultures harbour and 
express !ath anxiety. Gire (2014, p. 7) catego-
rizes these as “!ath a!irming societies” and
“!ath-denying or !ath-defying cultures”. 
These two categories are based on the notion 
that “Eastern cultural beliefs (…) largely 
conceive of !ath as a mere transition, and 
that the most e!ective way to defeat !ath 
is to accept it as a primary fact of life,” while 
Western cultural beliefs do not provide such 
acceptance but rather promote denial and 
the illusion of being able to escape it (ibid).

Death is the main “continuous task for the 
living” and it is not an easy one (Jacobsen, 
2016, p. 2). In modern Western cultures, 
these notions of impermanencehave been 
relegated to the side-lines of life, as seen 
with the terror management theory. Instead, 
achieving stability and forms of permanence 
are celebrated: manifested in a career, settling 
down, a successful relationship or one’s ability 
to buy a home. The task of living in the face 
of !ath defines the choices humans make 
every day – these choices are in defiance of 
the end-of-life and thus in denial of !ath. As 
Cathcart and Klein (2010, p. 2) point out, the 
“social structures and customs of whatever 
society we happen to live in” today, make it 
relatively comfortable for us to be in denial 
of our own !ath on a “moment to moment 
basis”. According to the cultural anthropol-
ogist Ernest Becker (1973, p. 17), these have 
come about because Western civilization’s 
denial of !ath is it’s “survival strategy”. In 
!"#$2#.3)0$&1$2#)*", he specifies that “society 
everywhere is a living myth of the significance 
of human life” and thus, what we consider 
as society is actually a “defiant creation of 
meaning” against the inevitability of !ath 
(ibid, p. 7).

Becker’s diagnosis of human mythmaking 
and our constant need to create meaning in 
a meaningless existence, may seem crass. 
However, is an individual’s life on Earth not 
just the creation of an elaborative narrative 
(or myth) about who one is, where they are 
from, and who they want to be? Thus, Becker 
(ibid, p. xvii) maintains that the “mainspring of 
human activity” is our fear of !ath, and this 
leads humans into a state of delusion, in which, 
according to Cathcart and Klein (2010, p. 15) 
they believe that they are essentially immortal, 
resulting in “nonrational belief structures,” 
or “immortality systems”. Becker (1973, p. 17) 
sees these “shared immortality system(s)” as 
the pillars of every world civilization and act 
as the “basic function of culture” in the past, 

2.5 Death and Denial
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present and future. In these systems, humans 
delude themselves by creating meaning 
by identifying with: religion, art, money/
wealth systems and/or national/tribal/racial 
belonging (ibid). These identifications o!er 
di!erent survival strategies, providing hope 
and stability in the face of an indefinite future.

In /#3()63.3.6$2#)*",$C*&'3#5$).:$E')9*39)0$
%35:&($1&'$>&(#$G;.#')05$).:$H'##.$I;'3)05, 
the green burial guide Lucinda Herring (2019, 
p. 6) writes how !ath during the 20th century 
was forbidden and “banished from the cycle of 
life”. The persistent denial of !ath has made 
the West ignorant of what she describes as 
an “interdependence with all other sentient 
beings on this planet, and the possibility of 
communication and co-creation with the 
great web of life” (ibid). Not only are humans 
often unable to understand other culture’s 
immortality systems and worldviews but
have lost the ability to place oneself within the 
ecosystem of the planet - of what sustains life 
in the first place. Humans for too long have 
seem themselves as independent actors, as 
the only ones whose lives are worth living, 
forever.

Not only is one’s own !ath avoided, but so is 
reckoning with the !aths of others, animals, 
and especially that of the natural environment. 
By removing ourselves from
 

This is most obviously visible in the climate 
crisis, how long have we humans ignored that 
we are not just killing the planet but ourselves 
as well?

the reality of $r own mortality, we are cut o/ from 
nat)e itself and from what it rea*y means to be human: 
in !nying !ath, we !ny the very sub&ance from whi. 

we are ma! - ma0er, mater, the Mother 
(ibid).
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3.1 Death as a Spectacle

The previous chapter focused on historical 
and psychological aspects of the human rela-
tionship to !ath in the 20th century. However, 
the first two decades of the 21st century are 
defined by the world’s transformation into 
a globalized and interconnected place. The 
world has undergone a paradigm shift and so 
the human relationship to !ath must have 
undergone some transformation as well. This 
chapter, therefore, moves away from fear of 
!ath and aims to describe !ath today in 
the West which has reached what Jacobsen 
(2016, p. 17) coins the age of “spectacular 
death” – defined by new performative, ethical, 
mediatized, commercial, academic, and ritual 
components. Today, !ath is coming into sight 
again and this process has been sped up by 
the global pandemic in 2020, in which the 
entire world came face to face with !ath 
at the same time. Now death is defined by 
it being “discussed and exposed in public 
through the media”, which is causing its 
commodification and turning it into a “bizarre 
object of shallow consumption and entertain-
ment” (ibid).

This chapter is structured by the five key devel-
opments that according to Jacobsen, rang in 
the age of spectacular !ath: the hospice 
movement, mediatization, commercialization, 
academic interest, and re-ritualization (ibid). 
These are used as a framework and supple-
mented by further research into trends and 
changes in Western society and specifically 
Germany over the last few years. The aim 
is to answer the first research question and 
identify what the critical questions, strategic 
opportunities, and significant contributions 
around !ath and design are in the West.

3.2 Death and Ethics:

       A Goood Death

Today, people want and are more often able 
“to die with dignity” - this has been made 
available thanks to the “palliative care revo-
lution,” which aims to provide people with a 
good !ath, that is both pain-free and digni-
fied (ibid, p. 13). According to the Institute of 
Medicine a good !ath is “free from avoid-
able distress and su!ering for patient, family, 
and caregivers” and, is in “accord with the 
patient’s and family’s wishes, and reason-
ably consistent with clinical, cultural, and 
ethical standards” (Field & Cassel, 1997). In 
2#13.3.6$)$H&&:$2#)*"$WC;99#551;0$2B3.6X,$
43*#')*;'#$/#O3#?$).:$)$+)00$1&'$/#5#)'9" and 
Public Dialogue), medical researchers in the 
United States, identified what this means for 
patients and family members and found a 
total of eleven “successful dying” themes, 
including the pursuit of “preferences for a 
specific dying process, pain-free status and 
emotional wellbeing” (Meier, et al., 2016, p. 5). 
Ultimately, a good !ath comes down to the 
individualisation of end-of-life care in which 
the dying person is treated as an individual 
with highly personal needs that need to be 
met for them to die well. 

End-of-life care in a dedicated institution – 
a hospice - provides such individualisation 
and is now much more common practice. 
However, this only emerged as an option in 
the 60s and 70s, due to leading advocacies 
such as the psychiatrist Elisabeth Kübler-
Ross6 (Jacobsen, 2016, p. 13). Her, for the 
time revolutionary work, on the five stages 
of death, published in -.$2#)*"$).:$2B3.6 
in 1969, brought attention to the emotional 
well-being of patients and their families -
something that had not been considered in 
the medical space previously. Stephen Levine 
(1989, p. 168) writes in %"&$:3#5Y$8.$@.O#5*3=
6)*3&.$&1$+&.593&;5$43O3.6$).:$2B3.6, that the 
success of the hospice movement was and 
is “a manifestation of the desire for people to

6| Elisabeth Kübler-Ross revisited and addressed 
limitations of her own model on the five stages of death 
in On Grief and Grieving (2005).
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die without pain and with as much psycho-
logical support as possible”. Options such as 
assisted !ath7 and 24-hour hospice care, 
which were previously considered taboo in 
the West, are now obtainable for those in the 
later stages of dying. The transformation of 
palliative care and the emergence of concepts 
such as ‘dying with dignity’ as well good and 
successful dying, are symbolic of !ath atti-
tudes currently undergoing a reconfiguration.

In a study of the 2#;*59"#$>&5A3Z=$;.:$E)003)=
*3OO#'<).: in 2017, 56% of Germans answered 
that they found that society did not address 
the topic of dying and !ath enough (Kowitz, 
2022). Exemplary of this is the tendency to 
avoid those who are dying, which leads to 
us “killing our loved ones socially before 
they even die, because we ‘don’t know what 
to say’ or ‘want to remember them as they 
were’” (Buist, 2021, p. 288). By not speaking 
about !ath in society, humans then lack the 
appropriate communication skills and tools 
when faced with !ath in their personal lives. 
So, while dedicated spaces for empathetic 
end-of-life care now exist, this is not enough if 
Western society cannot communicate matters 
on !ath and make it a topic in daily, public life.

7| Assisted death provides the opportunity to choose 
an end before the complete degradation of the body 
occurs for people who still have a fully-working mind. 
As seen with legalisations across the United States 
and Canada, there is increasing consensus among 
medical experts, law-makers and general society, that 
people should gain autonomy over how their life may 
end during the often prolonged and painful transition 
from life to natural death.
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3.3 Visibility of Death in     

      the Media

After the death of her father-in-law and finding 
no solace in British mourning culture, jour-
nalist Erica Buist travelled to !ath festivals 
around the world. She reflects on her expe-
rience of these celebrations of !ath, love 
and life, with the following words from the 
zoologist Jules Howard (2016, p. 291-22):

We humans have an inher1 
inter# in life-threatening 

situa,%s. We like te*ing &o-
ri" ab$t it. We like pa2ing it 
%. Pick up a newspaper: y$’* 

read ab$t disease, war, plane 
crash", earth3ak", drown-
ings, m)!rs, suici4, inju-

ri", car crash" and pl1y else 
to do with !ath. People who 

say !ath is taboo are mo&ly 
wr%g. We love talking ab$t 

!ath.
In response Buist (2021, p. 292) writes:

And yet when it com" to $r own, 
we blan.. We !mand a subje- 
.ange. We imply $r daughter 

is ruining 5ri&mas di6er 
(so(y, Mum). 7en $r lov' %" 

m1i% their own !mise, we 
shut them down (…).

This exchange points to a dichotomy that 
has crystalized in another major transition 
from the preceding century – what Jacobsen 
(2016, p. 10) coins the “new mediatized visi-
bility of death”. While !ath was in the media 
previously, the ability to visually see !ath 
has been accelerated in recent years through 
widespread access to screens. We used to see 
images of !ath in the newspaper, snippets 
on television news or in thrillers and horror 
movies (ibid). Yet, today our smart phones, 
tablets and laptops notify us of and show 
!ath at any moment in time and place - even 
in livestreamed moving images.

3.3.1 Detachment due to 

          overexposure

We now witness and come face to face with 
!ath every day - even though we are not 
conscious of this reality. As Jacobsen asserts, 
people in the West have become numb to the 
spectacle of !ath because so much violent 
!ath is seen everyday: one cannot avoid 
being exposed to beheaded journalists in the 
Middle East, drowned refugees on the Medi-
terranean, or have live footage on Instagram 
be shown from the war in the Ukraine (ibid). 
This heightened visibility of !ath in the media 
in combination with humans having unprec-
edentedly access to media outlets, results in 
a constant exposure to and ‘seeing’ of !ath. 
Nevertheless, while humans are fascinated 
and drawn in by it, we watch !ath from a safe 
distance and do not dare let it in our own lives 
(and whoever does is considered morbid).

In -.$E"&*&6')A"BM Susan Sontag (1977, p. 
87) illuminates what this distance of the 
viewership to the image results in: “despite 
the illusion of giving understanding, what 
seeing through photographs really invites 
is an acquisitive relation to the world that 
nourishes aesthetic awareness and promotes 
emotional detachment”. It is this detachment
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Considering how !ath is mediatized for 
children today, a modern re-framing is 
needed that removes the negative conno-
tations based on morally deviant charac-
ter traits. Instead, the incredibly powerful 
tool of storytelling should be harnessed to 
portray !ath not as violent but as some-
thing natural. Sharing realistic portrayals of 
!ath with children (and adults), makes it 
become part of life. Contemporary German 
children’s books that deal with the topic, 
such E)A)5$8'(#$C3.:$#3.$I&&*$).:$T.*#, 
!&:$;.:$!;0A# or %3#5&M$%#5")0<M$%)';(,$
8<59"3#:M$!&:$;.:$!');#', already show 
what this can look like. 

that dominates today and has transformed 
!ath into a spectacle, witnessed from afar 
with an “obsessive interest [that] draws 
death near and keeps it at arm’s length” 
(Jacobsen, 2016, p. 10). Statements such as 
‘I never thought it could be me’ or ‘some-
thing like this could never happen in my 
family’ reflect this kind of mindset. Despite 
being so exposed through the media, hu-
mans remain incapable of comprehending 
their own end. Instead, detachment is just 
growing stronger - we cannot face our own 
!ath but can binge watch entire Netflix 
documentaries on serial killers.

3.3.2 The !ath story told to 

           children

At the age of three, children begin to think 
about their own and their parent’s !ath 
(Greenberg, et al., 2015, p. 27). However, 
the way that media consumed by children 
portrays !ath does not take this aware-
ness into consideration and instead cre-
ates significant misunderstandings, which 
later need to be unlearned (ibid). From 
Grimm’s fairytales to Disney movies: in 
these stories, !ath often takes a human 
form and is depicted as the villain, which 
signifies to children that “death is for bad-
dies” (Buist, 2021, p. 38). If only the ‘bad’ 
people die, then dying becomes something 
related to wicked and evil behavior, which 
gives children the illusion that if you are 
special enough (like a Disney princess) 
!ath can be avoided (ibid). This type of 
storytelling is so e!ective, that studies 
have shown children between the ages of 
five and nine that believe !ath to be pre-
ventable “if you are swift or smart enough 
to avoid getting caught“ (Greenberg, et 
al., 2015, p. 27). To a significant degree this 
establishes !ath denial and anxiety in 
children from an early age.

Figure 1 Death educational children’s picture books (2023) 
Sources: https://www.gerstenberg-verlag.de/Kinderbuch/Bilderbuch/Papas-
Arme-sind-ein-Boot.html, https://www.kunstmann.de/buch/wolf_erlbruch-
ente-_tod_und_tulpe-9783888974618/t-0/
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Conveying !ath to children in a healthy way 
should not just be the parent’s responsibility 
in choosing the right stories to tell but should 
occur through adequate and open communi-
cation on a societal level: in schools, places 
of community, and of course, on media plat-
forms.

3.3.3 Solace: social media and    

          podcasts

The mediatization of !ath in recent years has 
brought upon positive changes too. Specifi-
cally social media has allowed those a!ected 
by and/or interested in !ath and grief, to 
connect, commiserate and educate. There 
are now multitudes of grief and !ath positive 
communities on Instagram such as the three 
accounts showcased below: [J\6')((]?:'M$
[*"#6'3#15A)9# and [;.*).60#6'3#1.

These accounts all have di!erent approaches 
ranging from personal life stories to illus-
trations of experiences and modern !ath 
education. However, all harness social media’s 
storytelling capabilities to communicate on 
!ath in an open and public manner, and thus 
create safe virtual spaces for those interested 
in or who have experienced loss. What makes 
platforms such as Instagram so uniquely 
fitted for bringing !ath into daily life, is the 
combination of being able to portray !ath in 
a consciously visual and contemporary way, 
accompanied by explanatory texts of factual 
or poetic nature, to a global audience.

Figure 2 Screenshots of popular death and grief Instagram accounts (2022). 
Sources: https://www.instagram.com/21gramm.wdr/,https://www.instagram.
com/thegriefspace_/, https://www.instagram.com/untanglegrief/
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Similarly, recent years (especially in light of the 
Covid-19 pandemic) have seen a significant 
increase in informative podcasts addressing 
!ath and grief in Western cultures including: 
!"#$H'3#1$H).6 (UK), ̂ &;L'#$H&3.6$!&$23# (US), 
7&'*)03*B$).:$*"#$7&'6;# (CAN), #.:039"$_$?3'$
'#:#.$`<#'$:#.$*&:$(GER), H&&:$7&;'.3.6 
(AUZ) and !"#$ 8'*$ &1$ 2B3.6$%#00$ (UK). 
Podcasts are incredibly popular and allow 
for a low barrier to access – listeners may 
find it easier to connect and engage with the 
topic by casually listening to others speak 
about !ath and grief, rather than having to 
talk or read about it themselves. The various 
podcasts, range from self-help, to talk-show 
style sharing of personal experiences, to 
educational content, and o!er listeners a 
community to identify with and get auditive 
support from. The conversations on !ath 
and dying that fail to occur in Western society, 
happen in these podcasts and open the space 
for better !ath communication.

Jacobsen (2016, p. 15) describes these current 
trends in Western !ath culture as inherently 
“paradoxical,” full of contradictions, opportuni-
ties and ambiguities. We see this in the digital 
spaces that are now available and provide 
people with novel ways of voicing loss and 
memorializing those who have passed. While 
online memorial sites or publicly posting a 
loss o!er new forms of solace, social media 
accounts and any other online activities 
outlive us. Concerns such as whether to 
delete a deceased person’s profile and how 
to erase one’s digital footprint before passing 
away, are characteristic of the multi-faceted 
changes that contemporary !ath commu-
nication is undergoing.

Figure 3 Six popular death and grief podcasts (2023). Source: Spotify
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3.4 Commercial 

       Component of Death

"7y do we hand $r !ad lov' 
%" over to &rangers &raight 

away, as if they’re something to 
be dispos' of?" 

- Husband who held a home vigil for his 

!ad wife for 6 days in the U.K.

Death practices are meant to honor the 
deceased but are just as important for the 
bereaved and their grieving processes. As 
Shelvock et al. (2022, p. 642) address in 
I#B&.:$*"#$+&'A&')*3Z)*3&.$&1$2#)*"$CB5*#(5,$
!&?)':5$H'##.$2#)*"$E')9*39#5, ideally, “death 
practices can support the bereaved in main-
taining bonds to the deceased“ as well as 
providing an “opportunity (…) to express their 
love in a way that is personally significant 
and meaningful. However, with the ever-ex-
panding “commercialization of death” over 
the last hundred years, !ath practices are 
becoming financially and emotionally unaf-
fordable (Jacobsen, 2016, pp. 12-13). This 
is significantly altering the experiences of 
bereavement, inhibiting the grieving-to-
healing process, and fostering !ath anxiety. 

3.4.1 Funeral home industry:   

          monopolizing !ath

In >&?$aI36$G;.#')0L$7):#$*"#$81*#'031#$C&$
TUA#.53O#, journalist Eleanor Cummins 
(2021) points to how the funeral home indus-
tries in North America (and Europe) hold a 
“monopoly” on modern !ath and “the after-
life” ¬– the industry is essentially “pricing 
people out of dying“. How come Western 
society arrived at this financially detrimental 
state of !ath a!airs? Life in the West became 

more secular over the last 100 years, as demo-
graphic trends such as the fact that church 
members in Germany are now “a minority” 
reveal, the Church’s role in people’s lives 
and thus also in !ath, was strongly reduced 
(Der Spiegel, 2022). This meant that !ath 
practices and bereavement support, that 
were traditionally connected to the Church, 
became uprooted – in Germany this para-
digm shift manifested with the emergence 
of the funeral home profession in the middle 
of the 19th century, merging the craft of the 
carpenter, gardener, coachman and under-
taker (brand eins, 2022, p. 24). Moreover, 
Christoph Koch (2022, p. 20) points out in T':#$
Z;$T':#, laws specifying !ath procedures 
such as Germany’s ‘Beisetzungs- and Fried-
hofszwang8’, require anyone who has died to 
be buried according to certain regulations and 
(except in the case of burial at sea) in a place 
designated as a cemetery. These laws and 
regulations further established funeral homes 
and related professions as the only option for 
people to turn to when a loved one passes.

Today, !ath care in the West solely lies in 
the hands of funeral homes, with little alter-
natives to choose from. This has brought 
upon a multitude of issues, specifically 
around pricing, a!ordability, and individuality. 
Most significantly, the industry exploits the 
concept of what we consider as ‘traditional’ to 
“encourage consumers to spend more money 
on a funeral service, and to justify the increase 
of services provided by the funeral home“ 
(Shelvock, et al., 2022, p. 642). However, 
as Shelvock et al. (ibid) point out, “there is 
nothing ‘traditional’ about a profit-driven 
funeral industry that charges exorbitant fees 
to manage our deceased loved ones“ and 
shockingly, “funerals are one of the largest 
expenses a person will incur in a lifetime“.

8| Burial and cemetery obligation
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The H#'().$!'):#$).:$+')1*5$+&:# considers 
funeral services as a craft and therefore „they 
are not subject to licensing or price transpar-
ency regulations“ (Competition and Markets 
Authority, 2019, p. 12). Germany is in fact “the 
most expensive European country to die” in 
and the second most expensive country in 
the world after Japan (Sunlife, July 2020). End 
of life rituals cost “16% of the overall average 
(German) salary“ and costs can vary greatly - 
from less than 2,000 euros for an anonymous 
cremation to 35,000 for a grandiose funeral 
(Molitor, 2022, p. 9). The cost breakdown of 
an exemplary urn burial was done for brand 
eins’s C*#'<#'#A&'*$JKJJ (image) and it shows 
that on one hand there are many obligatory 
costs, related to bureaucratic procedures and 
laws, that families need to cover.  On the other

hand, it shows there are a large variety of extra 
options (e.g. decorations, casket bedding, 
flowers, stationary, music) that funeral homes 
may o!er and where profits are made. Losing 
a family member in Germany can quickly 
become a financial burden. Especially due 
to the traditional and societal expectations 
in which honoring a person one last time is 
equated with being able to pay for ‘the best’ 
funeral home services. This financial weight is 
socially and emotionally destructive for family 
members of the deceased, who may suddenly 
have to locate large sums of money to bury 
their loved ones in their states of grief. Death 
is therefore very much a social (design) issue, 
a wicked problem, in which class divides 
become apparent and shows that one isn’t 
as equal in death as one might think.

The journalist Andreas Molitor (2022, p. 9) 
writes in the C*#'<#'#A&'*$JKJJ, that the 
funeral market is “stable, adequate and crisis-
proof”, with almost one million people dying 
in Germany every year. Additionally, as the 
baby boomer generation is getting older, “the 
human (and older) population is significantly 
expanding in Western society, (…) the funeral 
home and funeral service industry will likely 
continue to flourish and expand“ (Shelvock, 
et al., 2022, p. 644). In Germany, this trend 
is already visible if one looks at the period 
between 2010 to 2020. Within ten years,  the 

Figure 4 Cost breakdown for an urn burial in Germany (2022). Source: brand eins, Ster-
bereport 2022

Figure 5 Rising trend of increasing turnover of Germany’s funeral industry (2022). 
Source: brand eins, Sterbereport 2022

the industry went from a turnover of 1557,25 
million to 2297,44 million, showing the rising 
demand of services and profits to be made 
(brand eins, 2022, p. 24).
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These potential business opportunities have 
not gone unnoticed, and it seems like the West 
is entering a new stage of !ath commer-
cialization. Defined in large part by prof-
it-making, as the journalist Markian Hawryluk 
(2022) reported in G&'*;.#$7)6)Z3.#, that 
private equity-backed firms are increasingly 
“gobbling up” a “growing percentage of the 
funeral home industry and the broader death 
care market“ in the United States. These firms 
are “attracted by high profit margins, predict-
able income, and the eventual deaths of tens 
of millions of baby boomers” (ibid). On the 
other hand, alternative burials o!ered through 
a select few modern funeral homes, are on 
the rise, and in Germany these are especially 
popular in major cities such as Berlin (Molitor, 
2022, p. 13). A counter movement seems to 
be emerging, focused on individuality, and 
based on the notion of “what feels right” to 
the family, intentionally moving away from a 
“package deal” (ibid). It is here, where stra-
tegic opportunities are starting to come up 
in this transformational stage, and in which 
social design can play a role. 

3.4.2 Traditional !ath practice’s   

           destruction of the planet

The last decade has been marked by an 
increasing environmental consciousness in 
the West (brand eins, 2022, p. 96). More and 
more people are trying to live sustainable 
lives closer connected to nature – perhaps 
!ath and dying in the 21st century should 
reflect these values too. However, Western 
avoidance of death has made us unwilling to 
look at the destructive reality that lies under-
ground - we bury our dead out of sight and out 
of mind. Herring (2019, p. 113) describes what 
this has led to: “our cemeteries today are toxic 
landfills, even the ones that are beautifully 
kept and peaceful and serene on the surface”.
 Whether you are standing in Paris’s iconic Pere 
Le Chaise or Berlin’s beautiful Walfriedhof,

the ground will be filled with non-organic 
waste and chemicals, that are slowly but 
surely damaging the environment.

Herring (ibid) paints a bleak picture of what 
the United States9 buries: “(…) 2,700 tons of 
copper and bronze and 90,272 tons of steel 
from caskets, enough to build a Golden Gate 
Bridge each year“. As well as “20 million board 
feet of hardwoods for caskets - the equiva-
lent of 77,000 trees, many of which are from 
endangered species of wood” (ibid). There 
are many unsustainable facets in the West 
funeral practices that need to be addressed 
– for example, the burial of caskets and urns 
made from non-organic, non-biodegradable 
materials. Current designs often feature metal 
elements, may have polyester bedding and/
or have been painted or lacquered (ibid). 
Once these are buried in the ground, harmful 
toxins are released over time and contami-
nate the soil and ground water or may never 
break down in the first place (ibid). Moreover, 
cremation, which according to the C*#'<#'#=
A&'*$JKJJ, 76% of Germans would opt for, 
produces exorbitant amounts of pollutants:-
Germany’s 160 crematories release approxi-
mately 48 374 000 Kilogram of CO2 emissions 
into the air yearly (brand eins, 2022, pp. 57-58). 
This is equivalent to driving 318 250 000 km 
with an average German car (ibid).

Death practices have been unsustainable 
for many years: disconnected from nature 
and reflective of our inability to allow !ath 
into our lives and accept it as the cycle of 
life. As Rachelle Younie (2022), host of the 
podcast 7&'*)03*B$).:$*"#$7&'6;#, points

9| Additionally, Younie (2022) pointed out that in North 
America, burial plots are land purchases and thus 
cemeteries keep expanding into the natural environ-
ment. Moreover, the practice of embalming of the body 
to prevent decay (predominant in North America and 
rarely done in Germany) has dire consequences as 
the chemicals used pose significant health risks for 
funeral home directors and result in soil and ground 
water contamination.
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out  “we have no ideal method for disposing 
of the dead”. Options in Germany specifically 
are limited, by law, to either casket burial or 
cremation, with little leeway for emerging 
alternative practices such as green burial 
or human composting. However, things are 
changing. In 2001, the first G'3#:%)0: burial 
forest (Bestattungswald) opened in Germany 
and today there are over 415 natural burial 
places across the country (brand eins, 2022, p. 
96). Not only are tree and nature burials more 
sustainable options, but they are also signifi-
cantly more a!ordable and are increasingly 
popular in German society (ibid, p. 97). Like 
the gradual emergence of alternative funeral 
homes, there is also a societal turn towards 
alternative funeral practices and this is char-
acteristic of the move away from forbidden to 
spectacular !ath.

3.4.3. Consumption as the 

           contemporary immortality 

           system

pers%ality, a par,al c%ver-
si% of $rselv" to nothingn"s’. 
Perhaps ea. of th"e miniat)e 

lo2" is an ini,a,% of that 
lo2 - $r !ath, when we lose $r 

mo& valuable material trea-
s)e, the body. Perhaps it h)ts 
so mu. to lose a co/ee mug, a 
book, a toy, because it reminds 
us that nothing material is ev-
erla&ing, and we wi* %e day 
forfeit even $r 8"h and b%e. 

If losing things can feel like 
we’re losing $rselv", the oppo-

site also prov" true. Buying new 
things giv" us a sense of being 
renew'. P).as" often feel 
like an a/irming of the self. 

(ibid)

Consumption is a coping mechanism for 
!ath anxiety and capitalism is now the West’s 
biggest “immortality system”: it makes us 
believe we can outperform and outbuy !ath. 
In 7B$^#)'$&1$7)639)0$!"3.b3.6, the author 
Joan Didion (2005, p. describes her realization 
of: “(…) how open we are to the persistent 
message that we can avert !ath. And to its 
punitive correlative, the message that if !ath 
catches us, we have only ourselves to blame”. 
Death is the antonym of growth, of progress 
and thus stands in opposition to the capitalist 
system of the West, that is so focused on life.

In 800$%#$%).*,$I;30:3.6$*"#$431#$%#$+)..&*$
I;B, the journalist Michael Harris touches 
upon the intersection of !ath avoidance, 
capital means and unlimited consumption. 
Harris (2021, p. 116) describes how the adver-
tisement industry, starting back in the mid 
20th century (think Mad Men) created and 
encouraged an “intimacy between ourselves 
and our things”. Today, the e!ects are detri-
mental:  

They enc$rage us to p$r some 
part of $rselv" into ea. pos-

s"si%: if those po2"si%s are 
lo&, we are prompt' to feel a 

'sense of the shrinkage of $r
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Performing daily labour and purchasing goods 
and services, gives a sense of meaning in life 
and hopes of progress within the immortality 
system.
 
Today, humans are willing to pay the high 
prices of funeral homes because of consum-
erist tendencies – especially the West places a 
high monetary value on the dead and see it as 
an honour, an obligation, and an expectation 
to pay so much. The founders of c'.1&0:, who 
o!er sustainable paper urns, describe how 
people tend to choose the most expensive 
options because this signals that it is the best 
and most respectful towards the deceased 
person - a inexpensive paper urn is less 
appealing because this might be considered 
disrespectful (Steinhauf & Scheidig, 2022). 

3.5 Death and Academia

In recent years there has also been an 
increase in thanatological researchers – 
thanatology being the study of :#)*" – and it 
has “become a topic of academic attention“ 
(Jacobsen, 2016, pp. 13-14). In Germany the 
first ever Thanatology-related program was 
only established in the winter semester of 
2020/21: M.A. in E#'3(&'*)0#$%355#.59")1*#. 
at the University of Regensburg. This may be 
the beginning of a shift towards thanatology 
becoming a field of research in Germany and 
reflects the extent to which !ath is becoming 
a topic of discourse in wider society.

As of now, thanatology is the most established 
as an academic field in the United Kingdom, 
with for example the +#.*'#$1&'$2#)*"$).:$431#$
C*;:3#5 at Durham University and programs 
like an M.A. in 2#)*"M$/#0363&.$).:$+;0*;'# at 
the University of Winchester or T.:$&1$431#$
C*;:3#5 at the University of Glasgow. This is 
in stark contrast to the rest of the West: in all 
of North America, there is one university that 
o!ers a Bachelor of Arts in !").)*&0&6B, King’s 
University in London, Ontario.
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3.6 Ritual Component 

      of Death

Finally, a tentative “new counterculture to 
(the) disappearance or denigration of many 
death rituals” has led to a “rise of new rituals 
and the reappearance and reinvention of old 
ones“ (Jacobsen, 2016, p. 12). This “re-ritual-
ization of death,” is visible in di!erent aspects 
of today’s !ath culture, from the previously 
mentioned establishment of green burial 
cemeteries such as$G'3#:%)0: to the revival 
of home vigils (ibid). In addition there has 
been a rise in popularity of decomposing 
and sustainable caskets and urns, as well as 
newfound interest in working with a !ath 
doula for end-of-life support. 

People are recognizing the need for a new 
way of honoring and celebrating !ath that 
fits to the standards and way of life of Western 
contemporary society, especially because 
religious-based rites do not su!ice anymore. 
Considering environmental, financial, and 
social concerns of the 21st century, it seems 
that people lack connection to how !ath ‘is 
done’ in the mainstream, one-size-fits-all, 
funeral industry way. Buist (2021, p. 84) 
describes this highly mechanized process 
in the United Kingdom: “(…) when someone 
dies the body is removed by professional 
body removers, burned by professional body 
burners, and handed back to you as ash in two 
stapled bags and a sealed box”.

In Germany, the impersonal package deals 
of funeral homes are seemingly not su!icient 
anymore: people are craving individualization 
and as the C*#'<#'#A&'*$JKJJ highlights, they 
no longer want “black and silent”, as “the new 
way to mourn is colorful, emotional and free” 
(Rasche, 2022, p. 117). Part of the new coun-
terculture is therefore the rise of alternative, 
modern funeral homes and !ath services 
providers, such as the Berlin-based (B(&'3), 
2)5$Gd"'");5 and N;.3(&.:$(ibid). These are 
the significant contributors willing to provide 
a space to discover old and new !ath rituals. 

Moreover, the slow revival of home vigils, in 
which the deceased remains in the home 
and family and friends can say goodbye and 
take care of the body as a community, is also 
indicative of re-ritualisation. Home vigils o!er 
people a connection to life and !ath and 
allows for an understanding of how our bodies 
return to the Earth at the end of our lives. Unbe-
knownst to most, this is an option in Germany 
- it is possible to request to take a body back 
home for 36 hours, even if they passed away 
in hospital. My own mother passed away in 
a Berlin hospital in the Summer of 2021 and 
I was not given this opportunity. Finding out 
about the possibility throughout this research 
process has been heart-breaking, as I believe 
in the benefit that such a practice would have 
o!ered to me, my family and my mother’s 
friends in the mourning and grieving process. 

Herring (2019, p. 124) whose work as a green 
burial guide is based on finding old and new 
rituals that deeply resonate with individuals, 
describes the benefits of the current move 
towards personalized re-ritualization:

7en we crea,vely engage in 
rituals and cerem%i" that 

give something back to nat)e, 
there is often a tangible sense of 
wholen"s and comple,%, and 
a kind of peace that seems to 

come from the earth itself, and 
the cyclical webs of life 

welcoming $r lov' %e home. 
Su. experience can be a pot1 
rem'y for the fear, avoidance, 
and !nial so many of us ca(y 

ab$t !ath today.
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3.7 Key Findings

In what Jacobsen coined the age of spectac-
ular !ath, the West is currently developing 
a new relationship with !ath, transitioning 
towards the needs of the individual, transpar-
ency, and sustainability. This chapter partially 
aims to answer the first research question of 
what the critical questions, strategic oppor-
tunities, and significant contributions around 
!ath and design are in the West. The key 
research insights can be summarized as:

 Society has changed significantly due 
to digitalization and globalization in the 21st 
century.

 Accelerated by the pandemic and 
!ath mediatization in recent years, concerns 
regarding sustainability, lack of financial 
transparency and impersonal rituals, have 
become louder. 

 People are looking for alternative 
funeral options and in response contemporary 
!ath businesses and services are emerging. 

Modern Western society is in a state of tran-
sition when it comes to dealing with !ath 
considering these certain challenges and 
needs of the 21st century – this poses an 
opportunity for social design. 

The following chapter summarizes insights 
from interviews and a survey to answer the 
first research question and begin to uncover 
how social design might help reimagine and 
improve !ath culture and communication 
in Germany. 



Social Design

Chapter 4

Strategic Opportunities 

in German Death Culture
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As stated in the introduction, social design 
promotes positive social change and uses 
the myriad tools design has to o!er, to tackle 
wicked problems. The wicked problem to 
tackle, as the research above has shown, is 
an outdated !ath culture. 

To identify the specific design needs for a 
socially, environmentally, and economi-
cally sustainable transformation of !ath in 
Germany, this thesis now turns from theory to 
practice and investigates how people today 
are a!ected by and are working in or contrib-
uting to this field. 

4.1 Interviews in the    

       Death Industry

Interviews were conducted with eleven 
German actors who have experience with the 
‘moderne Bestattungskulturen’ movement, 
ranging from urn makers to condolence card 
designers. Each Zoom conversation lasted 
between 45 minutes to 1.5 hours and the indi-
vidual interview summaries can be found in 
Appendix A.

In 2022, the two co-founders of c'.1&0: 
successfully launched their very first collec-
tion of fifteen handmade, folded paper urns, 
made from high quality, sustainable paper. 
After personally experiencing discontent 
with unattractive and expensive urn options 
o!ered at German funeral homes, the two 
decided to provide sustainable, attractive 
alternatives. They are one of the few modern 
urnmakers changing the market with their 
contemporary aesthetics. Kristina stressed 
that “it’s not about making death more beau-
tiful, when someone dies it sucks” but that 
“one can deal better with the death if it is 
aesthetically pleasing and fitting to the person 
that has passed away” (Steinhauf & Scheidig, 
2022). The two also o!er a$CA##::)*3.6$?3*"$
2#)*": weekly Tuesday night Zoom meet-
ings providing space for openly talking about 
!ath. 

Urnfold (Urnmakers)

Kristina Steinhauf

& Katharina Scheidig

Figure 6 Urnfold’s first collection of urn (2023). 
Source: https://www.Urnfold.de/geschichte/
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Bestattungen Dabringhaus im 

Thanatorium (F9eral Home)

Lena Dabringhaus

Lena’s parents own I#5*)**;.6#.$2)<'3.6=
");5$ 3($ !").)*&'3;(, a modern funeral 
home in Lübeck. She plans to join the family 
business with her partner and brother after 
completing her studies in forensics. Lena 
“grew up around death” and has a unique, 
first-hand perspective on German !ath 
culture and funeral homes (Dabringhaus, 
2022). Her grievances are clear: “German 
funeral rituals are gloomy and have a stick 
up their ass,”- somehow everywhere but in 
Europe, people are able to embrace !ath 
and a more positive culture around it but “our 
funeral culture is backward, old-fashioned and 
conservative10” (ibid). She wants to change 

Schwer Okay 
(Mo!rn Grief Support)

Chiara Sterzl & Lena Daur

10| Translation from the German word ‘bieder’

C9"?#'$-b)B was created in the context of 
the two women’s master thesis in eco-social 
design at the University of Bolzano. Having 
identified the lack of support for those expe-
riencing grief (whether it’s been a recent loss 
or many years), the two decided to explore 
this absence in Western society from a 
design perspective. Looking into unconven-
tional ways of helping those who have lost 
someone, their first grief events this summer 
included C30#.*$F)*;'#$2).9#5M$T)*L.LH'3#1M$
T'3..#';.6559".#3:#'#3 and a C;.'35#$>3b#. 
C9"?#'$-b)B, in collaboration with profes-
sional partners, o!ers unconventional, alter-
native, and truly empathetic grief support. 

Figure 7 Website of Bestattungen Dabringhaus (2023) 
Source: https://dabringhaus.de/

Figure 8 Schwer Okay’s website (2023) Source: https://schwer-okay.com/
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4)$7;#'*# is Rebecca’s bachelor project at 
the Zurich University of the Arts. The web 
series features three protagonists on their 
way to accepting their own !ath. Three 
episodes entitled acceptance, repression, 
and confrontation, aim to get people closer 
to dealing with finiteness: a rendezvous with 
!ath. The project reflects that “the design, 
the aesthetics must adapt to our genera-
tion and our taste” (Emmenegger, 2022). It 
stands in opposition to the design in !ath 
care and funeral homes, that is still directed 
at the elderly and alienates younger genera-
tions. 4)$7;#'*#L5 digital platform 0)(;#'*#]
9", showcases people in the modern !ath 
industry and is designed to create a relaxed 
virtual space: the user intuitively clicks on 
floating, colorful shapes. 

Figure 10 La Muerte webseries (2023) Source: https://lamuerte.ch/

La Muerte 

( Webseri" & Online Platform)

Rebecca Emmenegger

Trauerei (Podca&)
Evangelischer Kirchenkreis 

Tempelhof-Schöneberg 

(Grief C$nse*or)

Anna Ziegenhagen

In all of Berlin, Anna and her part-time 
colleague are the only grief counsellors 
o!ering free, accessible counselling services 
for young adults in the form of grief groups. 
The !');#'#3 Podcast was born out of a C&;0=
1&&:$event, where young grievers come 
together, cook and chat. Mira, Kathleen and 
Sara (former grief group attendees) created 
11 episodes together with Anna, to help young 
mourners like themselves. By broadcasting 
voices of people with similar experiences of 
!ath, the podcast gives space for a larger 
grieving audience to be felt heard, under-
stood, and connected.

Figure 9 Logo of$*');#'#3$podcast (2023) Source: https://www.trauerei.
org/ 
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Based in Vancouver, Canada, Rachelle is the 
host and creator of the podcast 7&'*)03*B$
).:$*"#$7&'6;#. She discusses the “morbid 
details” of her former job at the morgue and 
“sits down with death care workers, doctors, 
artists and more to delve into societal views 
and philosophies surrounding death, dying 
and grief“ (Younie, 2022). The podcast is 
supposed to be “judgment-free zone” and 
stands in opposition to the still prevalent 
“stigma and fear around death” and the “idea 
that if you speak about death more, you are 
inviting it into your life” (ibid). 

Figure 11 Mortality & the Morgue podcast 
cover (2023) Source: https://podcasts.apple.
com/us/podcast/mortality-and-the-morgue/
id1596503981

Mortality and the Morgue

(Podca&)

Rachelle Younie

Based in Linz, Austria, 2#)*"$E&53*3O o!er 
secular services as funeral orators. With their 
mobile co!in bar Sargbar, a “performative 
and inviting” art object, the two aim to “create 
space and time to discuss, explore, and break 
taboos together on the topic of death and 
mortality” (Brunnbauer & nicole, 2022). It 
provides a room for storytelling and sharing. 
They have also published a card game called 
Sarggespräche for all ages, which is “a tool 
to exchange thoughts, preferences, stories 
about life and death in an entertaining way” 
and together “discuss, explore and break 
taboos about death and mortality” (ibid). 

Figure 12 Homepage of Death Positiv (2023) Source: https://deathpositiv.
at/

Death Positiv 

(Death Travel Compani%s)

Verena Brunnbauer 

& nicole honeck
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heartfelt paper & co. 

(C%dolence Sta,%ary)

Laura Willen

The freelance designer and art director 
founded "#)'*1#0*$A)A#'$e$9& in November 
2020, together with her friend, Julia Reich. 
After having experienced that, “on a design 
level you get it shoved in your face how crappy 
everything is”, the vision for a better way of 
dealing with uncomfortable issues such as 
grief and serious illness led the designers, to 
create stylish and timely bereavement statio-
nery (Willen, 2022). Standard condolence 
platitudes like “Stille Anteilnahme (Silent 
Sympathy)” printed on black and white cards, 
are the opposite of what many want. Using 
sustainable materials, "#)'*1#0* is modernizing 
condolence stationary with warm-hearted 
messages and colorful designs. Laura now 
runs the business herself and was just recog-
nized with the H#'().$2#536.$8?)':, Gold 
for Posters, Cards and Photography in the 
TU9#00#.*$+&((;.39)*3&.5$2#536. category.

Figure 13 Homepage of heartfelt paper & co (2023) Source: https://
www.heartfelt-paperandco.de/

4.1.2 Evaluation: qualitative  

           content analysis

To structure the interview responses and 
deduct insights for a social design inter-
vention in German !ath culture today, the 
psychologist and social scientist Philipp 
Mayring’s qualitative content analysis was 
conducted. The interviews were led in an 
open, free-flowing conversation style during 
which notes were taken by the interviewer. 
The questions varied slightly according to 
the interview partner; however the following 
topics were touched upon every time: 

personal pathway to !ath
personal work with !ath / !ath  

 work
issues in the current !ath industry 

 and its e!ects on society
!ath and design / aesthetics.

According to Mayring (2014) in f;)03*)*3O#$
9&.*#.*$).)0B535,$*"#&'#*39)0$1&;.:)*3&.M$<)539$
A'&9#:;'#5$).:$5&1*?)'#$5&0;*3&., trans-
forming spoken word to text needs to have 
specific “transcription rules” (p. 45). For this 
coding process the chosen “transcription 
system” was a “comprehensive protocol”: 
a 2–4-page summary written immediately 
after each conversation based on the taken 
notes (p. 45).

The protocols were then used as the base for 
the following coding process:

1. Review and familiarization of interview data
2. Creation of visual structural framework 
using the digital tool miro
3. First round of classifying data and employing 
open coding of text fragments into overlying 
categories 
4. Second round of selective coding of text 
fragments within each overlying category 
into multiple subcategories 
5. Clustering and visualization of subcatego-
ries, categories, key quotes as well as relation-
ships of categories to each other 
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4.1.3 Findings

The qualitative coding of the interviews into 
categories and sub-categories resulted in a 
quantitative and relational clustering, which 
revealed that the approaches to !ath in German 
culture seems to be outdated. It does not align 
with the needs of contemporary society. This 
category is defined by the following problems 
(further sub-categories) in death culture: 
restrictive bureaucracy, focus on capitalism 
and profit-making, the backward state of funeral 
homes, societal expectations, and the former 
role of religion. The e!ects of this !ath culture 
are most likely to be experienced with personal 
loss or close death. Furthermore, it made those, 
who are now actors in the ‘moderne Bestattung-
skulturen’ movement, recognize these faults 
and engage with the !ath industry.

Moreover, coding revealed many unmet needs 
in German !ath culture. This is especially 
true in the funeral home industry and in the 
aesthetics and design for !ath: more empathy, 
more time and individuality are needed. Further-
more there are unmet needs when it comes to 
o!ering space for !ath and grief, sustainable 
practices across the board, better communi-
cation and education on !ath and grief, !ath 
pre-planning, design that is inclusive of life and 
death as well as diversity regarding di!erent 
religions, lifestyles and needs. The actors, who 
are currently trying to address these needs 
are predominantly women, who have started 
projects and businesses that o!er alternatives 
to the dominant !ath culture.

4.1.4 Interpretation

Connecting this interpretation of interview 
insights to the two research questions of 
what are critical questions, strategic oppor-
tunities, and significant contributions around 
death, and design in the West and as how 
might social design help reimagine and 
improve !ath culture and communication 
in Germany? One can deduct that there is 
an opportunity for social design to create 
access to this “bubble” for the public while 
simultaneously showcasing it, thus enabling 
the emerging movement of ‘moderne Bestat-
tungskulturen’. 

All interview partners were women – an  
unintentional outcome that arose natu-
rally throughout the research and interview 
request process11. This reflects the general 
trend of women as the leading changemakers 
in Germany’s !ath and grief culture. In 
summary, the interviews showed that: 

1. There is a movement of actors across 
Germany and the DACH region, that is 
attempting to revolutionize the way !ath is 
handled - from a communication, services, 
therapeutic, as well as design perspective.
  
2. This movement developed in recent years 
as actors recognized that in German society 
there is no space for !ath and grief, often 
after having had personal experiences or in 
light of the pandemic.

3. This movement of ‘moderne Bestattung-
skulturen’ is growing as young, non-traditional 
actors are creating businesses and initiatives 
that ‘do !ath di!erently’.

4. However, it is a disjointed movement of 
individual actors, and remains largely invisible 
to potential consumers and retailers (in this 
case funeral homes).

5. Many actors described that they operate in 
their own alternative !ath culture “bubble”. 

11| While I was in contact with multiple, potentially 
male interview partners in the alternative funeral 
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4.2 Survey: Death and    

       Design

Using the online platform$*BA#1&'(, a survey 
on !ath and design was published in October 
2022 and ran until December 2022. It brought 
in 91 personal opinions on, and experiences of 
death, predominantly from people residing in 
Germany and Canada. The link to the survey 
as well as the complete survey results can be 
found in Appendix B. 

4.2.1 Discussion

Discussing the outcomes of the entire survey 
is outside of the scope of this thesis. However, 
for future projects, this research will be useful 
especially for further North American-Eu-
ropean cross-cultural examination of death 
attitudes. The following discussion focuses 
on the most insightful outcomes for the 
research question of how social design can 
help reimagine and improve !ath culture and 
communication in Germany today.

Survey respondents

The survey respondents totaled 91, from 13 
di!erent countries. The two largest group of 
respondents by current residing country were 
German (37 responses, 40%) and Canadian 
(36 responses, 39.6%). Moreover, as seen on 
the right, most respondents (80%) were in the 
age group of 20-30. Finally, 52 identified as 
she/her, 20 identified as he/him and 1 as they/
them. The remaining participants preferred 

Figure 16 Mock-up of typeform survey (2023) Source: https://dk9iee-
za6md.typeform.com/to/TBIS1Coy

not to identify themselves. The survey thus 
reflects a Western, young and largely female 
perspective on death.

Figure 17 Age of survey respondents (2023), Source: https://
dk9ieeza6md.typeform.com/to/TBIS1Coy

Personal experience with death

Over 92% answered that they had experi-
ences with death. When asked to share more 
specifics, if comfortable, almost all respon-
dents provided detailed descriptions of the 
friends, family and pets they lost e.g. “My 
father died two weeks ago” or “Childhood 
best friend died of brain cancer in 2021 at the 
age of 28”. Overall, most survey respondents 
had lost at least a grandparent. An overview of 
these responses can be found in Appendix B.

My 
grandparents

both were 
lost to cancer

Suicide 
in family

My 
mom 
died

My best
friend

Partner/friend 
when we were 

teenagers

Lost my ex- 
partners dad 

while we were all 
living together 

during the 
pandemic

Mostly older 
family 

members, 
grandparents

Death of 
grandparents and

close friends’ 
relatives from  

suicide, overdose, 
and accidents

Figure 18 Selection of personal experiences with death (2023) 
Source: https://dk9ieeza6md.typeform.com/to/TBIS1Coy
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Personal relationship to death

The first set of questions revealed that respon-
dents were more scared of other people 
in their life dying than of their own death 
(Appendix B). To the statement “I think about 
death a lot” 65% were leaning in-between 
“kinda” and “never”. Death seems to be in the 
back of people’s minds. 

yes neverkinda

Figure 19 Answers to “I think about death a lot” (2023) Source: https://
dk9ieeza6md.typeform.com/to/TBIS1Coy

The following open answer questions relating 
to respondent’s personal relationship to death 
were clustered by thematic key words:

What is death to you?

lo2
memory

inevitable

cyclce of life

part of life interlu!

:ysical end

transi,%

inevitable
end (of life)

9knownscary
nothingn"s

How does talking about death make you feel?

sad
anxi;

!ta.'

9comfortable

9certain
okc%templa,ve

!nial

not s)egood

pr"1

gr$n!d

What are your personal coping mechanisms 
(conscious and subconscious) that help you 
deal with the fact that you (and everyone 
around you) will at some point have to face 
death?

party
talk

exercise
acceptance

avoidance

be mindful

love

say y"
focus % lov' %"
living life

nat)elegacy

memory

Death rituals and their aesthetics

In this survey, funerals, memorial services, 
and celebrations of life were listed as death 
rituals. In response to the question of 
how did the ritual you attended make you feel? 

the most mentioned feelings, point to the 
ambivalence that currently exists regarding 
these death rituals in the West. On one hand, 
many responded as feeling very sad and 
distanced from the ritual, but simultaneously 

sad di&ant l%ely

mix' feelings
heavy

r"pe-fulcomfortable

helpful
co<9ity
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ok

pr"1

gr$n!d

party

love

r"pe-ful

This became even more visible in the next 
question asking respondents to describe the 
‘visual identity’ of the ritual that they attended. 
Almost all answers described funerals as 
black – mentioned over 60 times. Respon-
dents also mentioned flowers as the only 
sources of color during the predominantly 
black themed events. On the other hand, 
descriptions of celebrations of life referred 
to warmth and light, colors and also flowers. 
Many described the use of outside spaces 
such as gardens or backyards of the family’s 
home.

Celebration of life

light

Funeral

warm $tsi!
semi-formal

casual col$rful black

sombre
music

cold

many 8owers 
(%ly col$r)

vs.

Condolence and design

Respondents were shown eight di!erent 
condolence cards, ranging from traditional 
to modern designs (Appendix B). They then 
selected the three, which they had come 
across the most often. Traditional cards in 
black and white, with religious motifs such 
as a cross or psalms, were chosen the most 
often and reflect the dominance of this type 
of design in Western mourning culture.

The end: a celebration of life

To the final, open answer question: “when you 
pass away, how would you like to mark the 
end of your life?“, most respondents imagine 
a big party to be remembered by, motivated 
by wanting to provide all their loved ones 
with a space to grieve, a place to remember 
the person by and especially celebrate one 
last time. Celebrations of life were preferred 
over funerals by almost all respondents, and 
many wanted these to take place in nature. 
Multiple respondents mentioned that marking 
their end of life was not about them but about 
all those left behind, and that they should do 
what is best for them.

Figure 20 Most common 
condolence card 
according to 56.6% of 
respondents (2023)
Source: serafinum.de

Figure 21 Second most common condolence card according 
to 50.6% of respondents (2023) Source: daskartendruckhaus.
de

Figure 22 Third most common condolence card according to 
40.8% of respondents (2023) Source: friendlyfox.de
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The survey insights suggest that social design 
may be able to help reimagine and improve 
death culture and communication in Germany. 
This could be done by facilitating a space for 
open death communication and helping to 
enable a transition away from the traditional, 
black funeral industry to alternatives that o!er 
individualized, colorful celebrations of life.  

4.2.2 Interpretation

1. People are very willing to share their highly 
personal, often internalized experiences with, 
and relationship to death.

This shows that once a space for 
sharing about death has been established, 
people are comfortable to open.

One of the most mentioned coping 
mechanisms for dealing with death was to 
openly talk about it with family and friends.

This is in line with what the interviews 
revealed: there is a need for more open 
communication around death and once space 
is o!ered people are very willing to engage.

2. Death is not as much of a taboo topic 
anymore and thus stands in contrast to 
the traditional death and funeral culture in 
Western society. 

3. Most people in 2022 would prefer a cele-
bration of life, rather than a traditional funeral

Regarding aesthetics and rituals, most 
respondents either felt distanced from what 
funerals o!er or voiced the wish to celebrate 
rather than mourn life. 

4. The color black, accompanied by Chris-
tian symbolism and text remains dominant 
in funerals, card design and Western death 
culture 

This seems unfitting to a more and 
more secular society, which would rather opt 
for celebrations of life

This poses a strategic opportunity for 
social design. 

5. Women made up over 50% of the respon-
dents – pointing to a potentially higher will-
ingness of women to engage with the topic 
of death.

This has come up throughout the entire 
research process and the interviews. 

4.2.3 Limitations

1. Overrepresentation of 20-30 year old 
respondents as the survey was predominantly 
shared through social media channels:

Facebook and LinkedIn attracted 
respondents above the age of 30 but the use 
of Instagram resulted in the large proportion 
of ages 20-30.

Results are skewed towards a younger 
generation, however are reflective of their 
needs, which the ‘moderne Bestattungskul-
turen’ are trying to address.

2. Survey language was English:

Not inclusive of non-English speakers 
in Germany and for further research a German 
survey would be necessary

English chosen to appeal to an inter-
national respondent group and because it is 
the language of the master program.
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5.1 What a Social Design 

      Intervention in 

      Germany’s Death    

      Culture Should 

      Address

From the qualitative and quantitate research 
showcased and interpreted in the previous 
chapters, the following five key insights can 
be addressed by social design interventions 
in Germany’s death culture:

1. The strategic opportunity of using social 
design to create access, for the general 
German public, to the significant contribu-
tions of the growing ‘bubble’ of alternative, 
individualized death culture and modern 
funeral practices. 

2. The strategic opportunity of using social 
design to further empower the emerging 
movement of socially and environmentally 
sustainable ‘moderne Bestattungskulturen’ 
by creating a network of these businesses 
and services and publicly showcasing their 
significant contributions in one space.

3. The strategic opportunity of using social 
design to make death look less terrifying by 
introducing modern aesthetics and making 
it look more warm, vibrant and a part of life, 
which people may consider more beautiful. 

4. The strategic opportunity of using social 
design to facilitate a space for open death 
communication.

5. The strategic opportunity of using social 
design to enable the transition from traditional 
funerals to celebrations of life.

In conclusion, the insights from the litera-
ture review and desk research showcased in 
previous chapters of this thesis – in combina-
tion with the strategic opportunities identified 
above – show that exist ample prospects for 
social design to intervene in Germany’s death 
culture. Most significantly, social design as a 
discipline focused on enabling social change 
through the means of design(ing) interdisci-
plinarily and collaboratively, seems match-
lessly well-equipped to support and bring 
together the di!erent actors in the emerging 
‘moderne Bestattungskulturen’ movement. 
The next chapter showcases the concep-
tion, development, and final practical design 
outcome, that was created in response to 
the conclusions of the academic research 
presented here. 
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5.2 Concluding Personal 

       Statement

I had not intended on including a personal 
statement of conclusion. However, the 
process of engaging, researching, and 
writing on death, resulted in such a significant 
personal transformation and level of clarity, 
that I want to mention my own experience of 
this thesis in the last months. 

I knew I wanted to research the intersection of 
death and design within days after my mother 
passed away. The experience of sitting in a 
funeral home – which looked like an insurance 
o!ice – and having to choose from a selection 
of aesthetically unpleasing death products 
and services for my mother, an art historian 
and extremely aesthetically-oriented person, 
was traumatizing. I felt misunderstood by the 
people across the table from me, I felt lost as 
an orphan expected to spend thousands of 
Euros and I felt like the funeral home space 
itself and the products o!ered to me, were all 
sending me the same message: how terrible 
the death of my mother was. When I know look 
back at myself, sitting on that terrible o!ice 
chair, I realize how much I simply ‘operated’ 
and did what was traditionally expected of me 
by society. I did not know that you could do 
things di!erently, that death and its memorial 
rituals could look di!erently.

What I was also missing was open commu-
nication about, and an understanding for, 
the individual death of my mother. Her death 
was not terrible – it was a relief. She had been 
sick with cancer for over fifteen years. While 
she way too young to die in her late fifties, it 
was a relief after months of extreme pain and 
su!ering – for her and for me. There was no 
space for me to tell this story or show feelings 
of relief in the funeral home or in any of the 
other expected death rites. Even now, people 
do not like when I describe her death as a 
relief or even good – it simply goes against 
the way death has been portrayed as bad to 
us for hundreds of years.

However, engaging with death so incessantly 
for months on end, might have been one of 
the hardest endeavors I have ever committed 
to and while I had a hunch that the academic 
engagement with my parent’s death would 
be beneficial to me, I never expected to feel 
this good as I do right now. Facing my grief 
by trying to understand what death’s role in 
life is supposed to be and how we can better 
design for it, has helped me understand that 
my own loss is actually natural and normal – I 
can now say that I accept my parent’s death. 
I hope that this shows to you, a person who 
is reading this thesis and has thus engaged 
with mortality for many pages already, that 
facing death and allowing it into your life is a 
rewarding, eye-opening and life-accepting 
experience. 

It remains astonishing to me how removed 
design is from the death world and thus, there 
is so much to be done. This excites me! We 
need to understand that when we actively 
design for death and the dead, we also design 
for life and those who stay alive – because 
good death design has the capability to help 
lighten the pain of loss and grief. We need 
social death design. I see social design as 
an essential tool for mediation between 
aesthetics, communication, and the wicked 
problem that death is. Especially when it 
comes to o!ering those who will or have 
recently lost someone, and who are in dire 
need of death services (funeral home, urns, 
clothing, flowers), social design can give the 
grieving a voice. Provide the language and the 
space for people to communicate what they 
want to see and how they want to celebrate 
their loved ones.  

Finally, after having written this body of work, 
I can happily say that I am not the only one 
who is passionate about changing our current 
approach to death in Germany. So many of the 
people I spoke to in the last months – whether 
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they were interview partners very engaged in 
the alternative death industry, my 84-year-old 
joyful grandmother who is not afraid to die 
or every single friend who asked me about 
my thesis and then immediately regretted 
chatting about death in a loud bar – they all 
expressed discontent with the way Western 
society approaches death. Their grievances, 
the stories they shared about loss, their own 
dreams for a more individual, empathetic, and 
warm approach to death – all these interac-
tions made me feel less alone and instill in me 
a hope for a more death positive and death 
accepting society in the future. We are on our 
way there.

While I did indeed constantly question my own 
choices around the death and funeral of my 
mother, this thesis has inspired me to finally 
plan a celebration of life for her in the future. A 
day to mark her death that reflects the beau-
tiful, warm and ‘ray of sunshine’ person she 
was. I have learned to accept that there is no 
right or wrong way of ‘doing death’, there is no 
good or bad timing – in the end it is all about 
remembering a loved one who has passed 
away, in whatever way feels right to you.

I hope these very personal concluding words 
provided some food for thought. For any ques-
tions, concerns, stories you would like to share 
or academic queries, please send an email to 
clara.a.roth@gmail.com . 

I want to hear from you. 
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Appendix A: 

Interview Summaries

Lena Dabringhaus grew up surrounded by death. She 
is the daughter of funeral home owners in Lübeck and 
is in her final year of completing her studies in forensics 
before she will return to join the family business with 
her partner and brother.

At the beginning of our first forty-five minute conver-
sation, it became clear that she had spent a lot of 
time with death and had similar inclinations towards 
German death and funeral home culture, as me. After 
describing my investigation into social design and 
communication around death and dying in Germany 
as well as sharing my personal, traumatic experi-
ences with funeral homes, Lena simply said: “German 
funeral rituals are gloomy and have a stick up their ass”. 
Somehow everywhere else but not in Europe, people 
are able to embrace death and a more positive culture 
around it but “our funeral culture is backward, old-fash-
ioned and conservative (bieder).” What got to me was 
when she said that the mourning are expected to “be 
as quiet as possible, no sobbing.” This resonated with 
me so deeply, why do we feel like we cannot openly 
cry and show the full range of emotions at the funeral 
rites that we have today?

To the question of how her family actually came to be 
funeral home owners and morticians, Lena described 
how her dad’s driving passion in life has always been to 
become a mortician or “Bestatter”. She lovingly called 
him  a “weird child”, because he knew he wanted to 
work with the dead and have a funeral home from the 
young age of six - he even built his first casket as part 
of a school project that same year. Following his intu-
ition and completing a Kaufmannausbildung (at the 
time there was no formal education for morticians in 
Germany) and thanalogy studies in the UK, lead him 
to open the Thanatorium in Lübeck over 20 years ago. 
The Thanatorium takes its name from Thanatos, the 
god of the dead.  As Lena described it, “fear is taken 
away from you very quickly once you enter the funeral 
home, it is the opposite to a 0815 funeral home”.

In a brief description of the physical space, Lena talked

about the fact that they have a chapel which is there 
for individual use - whether you want to “put up a 
cross, listen to ACDC or put in a Ferrari”, everything 
goes. Additionally, they have three “Abschiedsräume” 
(farewell rooms), to which relatives get key cards so 
that they can go and visit their loves ones day and 
night until the actual funeral. Here we started to talking 
about the notion of home burial and Lena mentioned 
that  they o!er to stay with the relatives in the home 
and wash the loved ones body before taking them to 
the funeral home. They are happy to provide more time 
and space for the family as they need it, rather than 
just rushing the body away (as it is commonly done). 
They o!er casket burial, cremation and urn burial as 
well as anonymous lake burial (Seebestattung). Her 
parents own a boat and for people who do not have any 
relatives, they provide urn burials on the lake, marking 
their placement. 

Further discussing the Thanatorium’s normal proce-
dure when they have been contacted to take care of 
a deceased person, it became apparent how intuitive 
and caring their funeral home is. When a person dies 
and the family contacts them, they provide as much 
time as needed for the family before getting the body 
(and o!er washing at home etc.). In the consultation 
session with the family, they o!er a lot of space for 
wishes and needs to be voiced, rather than trying to 
place something onto the family. In the session they 
discuss: the type of funeral, music, whole organiza-
tion of the funeral (rituals, certain cultures, individual 
desires to be expressed), specify whether jewellery 
from ashes want to be made, question whether they 
want to be present with technical care (co!in, clothes, 
make-up), florist, and help with the deregistration and 
documents. The technical care of the body is done, with 
or without the family, and the farewell room is o!ered 
as an option before the funeral proceeds to take place 
as wished by the family. 

The Thanatorium o!ers a space for people’s last wishes 
to come true. No matter how individual or unconven-
tional requests may be, they will try and o!er as much 
freedom as possible for the last goodbye. “Thanatorium
is a place that people know of, where you can live out 
your last wishes” and for Lena this especially means
being open to “di!erent cultures and diversity”. They

A.1 Interview with 

Lena Dabringhaus
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very ”few people know that you can come for a prelim-
inary consultation, which takes a burden o! the rela-
tives! The possibilities are there but no one knows that 
or cares about it.”

Finally Lena expressed how sad it makes her, that most 
funeral homes in Germany are not like the Thanato-
rium. Relative’s “decisions are implemented in such a 
narrow-minded way” and while death of a loved one 
is already bad but what is o!ered at the mortician 
makes it even worse. This upsetting to her because 
most people have terrible experiences and end up 
disliking funeral homes in general, but there are good 
ones out there!

Interviewed November 1st, 2022, 45 minutes 

o!er everything from conventional, Christian rituals 
to non-religious funerals and even the dead’s favou-
rite car placed next to them during their final service. 
Being open to other cultures and their death rituals 
seems to be unusual for German funeral homes, as 
Lena described the experience of a Chinese family 
that recently used the Thanatorium’s services. Their 
needs and wishes had not been respected when they 
had last lost a family member in Germany, but were 
forced to adhere to German practices. They came to 
the Dabringhauses on recommendation and were able 
to perform the Chinese death rituals, such as the last 
meal for the deceased, carrying the body head forward 
only as well as the practice of hiring professionals to 
cry and wail for the deceased. 

However, “German burial law is very strict and ‘not 
diverse’” and Lena expressed how much she wished 
that “you could bury people the way they want to be 
buried”. An example of this is the new burial type of 
“Reerdigung”, which the Thanatorium has now o!ered 
twice already. In Reerdigung, the body is placed on 
soft, natural material and then into a cocoon. Within 
this cocoon, the body is then transformed into fruitful 
mother earth (Muttererde) over forty days with the help 
of microorganisms. The body is turned into extremely 
fertile humus and ideally would be given to the family. 
However, due to German burial law, this earth has 
to be buried in a cemetery within an urn or casket. 
As Lena said, “the Germans are once again in each 
other’s way…”

As we were nearing the end of our conversation, we got 
to the topic of what she would like to change or imple-
ment when she becomes part of the Thanatorium, for 
a better death culture in Germany. Lena grew up with 
death but as a child, the people around her, “always 
met her with incomprehension (Unverständnis) on the 
subject of death.” For this reason, she wants to “provide 
more education: o!er a person to school children that 
they can ask about death and funerals”. Another aspect 
is the need to somehow remove the fear from people 
to deal with death personally, for themselves. So that 
people start asking themselves “What do I want and 
what do I want for my loved ones to make this time 
easier?”. Part of this is raising awareness that one can 
go to a “preliminary consultation”. According to Lena,  
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The founders of Urnfold, Kristina and Katharina are 
from Germany but met in the UK as  teenagers – back 
then the friends definitely didn’t expect to become urn 
makers by the time they reached their mid-20s. Fast 
forward to 2022: with their visions of sustainability, 
contemporary aesthetics and a more personalized 
funeral culture, the two successfully launched their 
very first collection of 15 handmade, folded paper urns, 
made from high quality, sustainable paper from Gmund. 

We began our conversation with establishing common 
ground: you are also a woman in your 20s, you are also 
deeply aware of death and the limitations of German 
death culture. Great to meet you! Before diving deeper 
into Urnfold’s work, Katherina (who studied Commu-
nication Design in Weimar) and I had a short philos-
ophizing session around the aesthetic pressures that 
have come into fruition because of social media – 
everything needs to look good these days in order for 
it (whether personal brand, company, news etc.) to 
be successful. 

In response to my question of how these two ended 
up working at the intersection of death and design, it 
began with (as for so many) with unsatisfactory expe-
riences with the German death culture and its funeral 
home o!erings. Katharina described how when Kris-
tina (who at that time was completing a violin-making 
education) lost her father in 2014, the family went to a 
funeral home. Kristina had described this experience 
to Katharina by comparing it to when she had recently 
booked a Ryanair flight to go to the UK: tons of extra 
o!ers, add-ons, garish options to choose from. It felt 
like a very strange sales performance. Especially when 
it came to the urn, her family had the limited options of 
either extremely ugly or less ugly but expensive vessels 
for her father’s ashes. Faced with these two non-op-
tions, Kristina asked the funeral home director if she 
could build her own urn, which he confirmed with some 
confusion. So, she did. In the process of creating this 
urn for him, she was able to ask herself what her dad 
liked (cherries) and what wood (cherry wood) would 
fit to him – an intimate and healing process. Katharina 
described how she herself had been to many funerals, 
considering her age. One of the most memorable 

funerals had been the one of a very close friend, a 
joyous and fun-loving person. The family had chosen 
(from the most likely very limited options) a green and 
black marble urn, surrounded by white roses.

When she saw that, she could only think that her friend 
would have probably made a stupid joke about how 
hideous this urn was, and she remembers thinking to 
herself: what is this very strange event that is happening 
here right now. These were formative experiences and 
the two would joke about, if nothing else would world 
out, “we could always just start making urns”. But then 
on a walk a few years later, they were ready to give it 
a try (despite things ‘working out’). Urnfold was born.

The conversation moved towards the philosophy and 
products of Urnfold. On a product design level, the 
function of an urnis an aesthetic packaging to hold 3-5 
kg of ash for a special moment, that then passes. That 
moment just like life is very impermanent. For their first 
collection, Katharina and Kristina therefore chose to 
make urns out of paper because “paper is a very good 
material to show this impermanence”. The paper they 
source is sustainable and from the company Gmund. 
The special folding technique, signature to their urns, 
is made even more unique by the paper physical attri-
butes, especially its haptics and weight. After this first 
collection, they are now looking into designing urns for 
children, for burial at sea as well as for pets. As Kath-
arina pointed out, that while for many people nowa-
days, pets have the same emotional value as a family 
member, the options for animals urns are “amazingly 
ugly”. For this reason they are starting to research into 
ceramics and 3D printing of ceramics for pet burials – 
making the vessel for the ash a “Wohnobjekt”. 

Talking about the subject of aesthetics, design and 
death, we asked ourselves why urns, caskets, and most 
of the end-of-life products look so terrible. As Katharina 
said, “people have always designed life beautifully 
for themselves and it’s not as if there was no good 
design twenty or hundred years ago. All aspects of 
life were designed for but death was ignored and not 
designed for at all”. Additionally, the few individually 
and aesthetically designed options in the past, have 
been very costly. In general, the end of life product 
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world is actually incredibly interesting and in need of 
change as Katharina pointed out. In product design 
(but also design and honestly, life in general), “the 
focus lies on being young, when you are older you 
are no longer attractive” – for people, for the design 
industry – because you’re going to be gone sooner or 
later anyway. Why design for you?

Asking both Katharina and Kristina about their personal 
relationship with death, Katharina mentioned she 
recently recognized how early on she was interested 
in death. The first time she worked with death was with 
16 for a college project in the UK, where she ended 
up taking photos of cemeteries across Europe. This is 
where she noticed the di!erent ways in which people 
dealt with death for the first time. But she was a kid 
who thought about death a lot and when in 2001 her 
grandmother died out of the blue, age 64, she came 
to realize the fact that tomorrow, everything can be 
di!erent. Life is impermanent and in this, she accepts 
that “I am basically alone”. Accepting and knowing 
death provides her with calmness and clarity. Kristina 
on the other hand mentioned that on a professional 
level, she is totally distanceless to death – in her work, 
death is extremely close and present. But personally, 
while she is on a logical, rational level aware of her own 
finiteness, she is less fully accepting then Katharina: 
“preparing to be alone, when all others are gone, that 
is something you really can only do on a theoretical, 
cognitive level until it happens to you.” 

We turned to discuss the barriers that urnfold have 
faced and spoke about where we think some of these 
come from. They mentioned that the funeral industry 
in Germany is rooted in craftsmanship - carpenters 
who were responsible for making caskets and urns, 
at some point also started driving them to the ceme-
teries and the funeral home industry started to develop 
into a business opportunity. But simultaneously, the 
Church had the power over the topic of death in society. 
It is there, according to Katharina, that a larger and 
larger gap has now opened between the funeral 
director (more conservative, rooted in craftsmanship 
and capital accumulation) and the church (which is 
losing relevance and unable to provide “Seelsorge”). 
Today, it is especially the lack of spiritual care and 
death counselling that is missing in German society. 

And on top of that, a huge barrier is the complacency 
of people and the acceptance of “that’s just the way it’s 
always been done”. Another barrier is when it comes to 
pricing and value. They mentioned that when they first 
discussed finding appropriate pricing for their hand-
made products (that was also supposed to be a!ord-
able), people would tell them to make sure they didn’t 
make them too cheap. Because urns (and caskets) 
have external values attached to them: “this person 
is important to me, so I want the best of the best (and 
the way it looks like is not so important)”. The problem 
is that this best of the best and what is considered the 
most valuable for a worthy person is considered the 
most expensive. In German society, value is determined 
by its monetary price. Additionally, the clash between 
clash between old-established funeral homes and the 
new , modern ones is another barrier. Especially rural 
funeral homes see no reason to change anything – they 
have a secure position in their market and see no need 
for sustainable products, for counselling etc. 

Kristina mentioned that she had a conversation with 
Germany’s biggest urn maker, who had stated to her 
that there was no demand for modern, individual urns – 
most people chose the traditional styles. She thinks this 
is very emblematic of the current problem: individuality 
is di!icult, and people cannot imagine what would be 
possible or doable. “No one can really imagine what 
else is out there because imaginative powers around 
death have been restricted for so long by Christian 
rituals”. The highest amount of individuality at funerals 
is that somebody from the family or friends might speak 
during the service. This is not to say that rituals aren’t 
important in these moments, but it needs new actors 
that lead by example and model new death rituals. Then 
you decide what works. As Kristina said, “you get your 
ideas because you see something, if you don’t see the 
mourning, death and dying, in society at all, then you 
don’t get the idea that you can do something to indi-
vidualize that. You don’t get what you need because 
you don’t have the possibility.”

The two mentioned that they have been in the bubble of 
what is called “neue Bestattungskulturen” (new funeral 
cultures), and that most people who are in that world 
now, came because of having had terrible experiences. 
So few had been exposed to death and funeral culture
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before and “didn’t ask themselves about who was a 
‘cool’ funeral home in their area or got to check the 
price-performance ratio, before stepping foot into a 
funeral home after someone’s death” and being’ locked 
in’. 

Finally we discussed whether the people who come 
to buy urns from them are able to talk about death. 
Currently they have a pop-up shop and they mentioned 
that the people who come into their space, can talk very 
well about death with them specifically. ”People are 
happy about a place where they can talk about it” and 
it turns out, that actually everyone talks about death to 
them all the time. There is a “huge need to talk about 
it”. They are currently selling Christmas decorations 
that ask you about your own death: you are meant 
to fill them out at home with your family but people 
really struggle with that idea. They don’t want to bring 
death into their home. As Katharina pointed out: “you 
know it’s happening, but you don’t want to look at it” 
and then there’s the fear of when “I talk about it then it 
becomes real, so I choose to repress it”. This provides 
a perceived sense of control. 

Closing our conversation, the two invited me to take 
part in their weekly (Tuesday, 7.30 pm), “Speed dating 
with Death” Zoom Session, in which you get paired o! 
and discuss topics about death and grief. 

Interviewed November 8th, 2022, 1 hour.

Anna Ziegenhagen is a grief counsellor and has been 
working at the counseling center of the Evangelischer 
Kirchenkreis Tempelhof-Schöneberg since 2016. She 
quickly recognized the need for grief counselling 
specifically targeting young adults in Berlin, as more 
and more young people reached out to her. She now 
has her 10th grief group, of which the 8 spaces that are 
o!ered are always immediately full. Right now, Anna 
together with her part-time colleague are the only 
ones in Berlin o!ering free and accessible counselling 
services for young adults. There are two other spaces 
in Berlin, one of them not being free and the other one 
being Studentenwerk, where they only o!er services 
to university students. 

At one of Anna’s monthly events for young mourners 
called Soulfood, the idea for the podcast Trauerei was 
born. Soulfood is an event at which young people come 
together, cook and simply chat. It is not organized 
like a grief group but rather “for people who want to 
give their grief some space”. At one of those evenings, 
the three women Mira, Kathleen and Sara (all former 
members of Anna grief groups) met. Reflecting on how 
good it felt to exchange ideas and experiences at these 
evenings, the three women together with Anna, wanted 
to help other young mourners by spreading the word. 
By broadcasting voices of people with similar experi-
ences of death and giving a space from where a larger 
grieving audience can feel heard, understood, and 
connected. The podcast is a way of o!ering services 
for people in the countryside, where there is no access 
to for example young grief counselling centers – Berlin 
with its three options has a good o!ering in compar-
ison to the lack of services across Germany. Once 
the idea was set in stone, Anna applied for funding 
at the Evangelische Kirche Deutschland, and it took 
a year due to corona for the sum to be approved for 
11 episodes. The podcast has been well received and 
the counseling center has already become more and 
more busy with the popularity of the podcast and young 
people seeking therapy.

The podcast o!ers an alternative space to grievers, 
who in Germany don’t have many options. Specifically, 
because grief spaces target older people. For example,

A.3 Interview with 
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the classic Trauercafe, o!ered by many churches 
across Germany, is mainly used by older people who 
may have lost a partner. Young adults do not feel 
addressed by them or included, especially because 
they have often lost a parent and their grief needs are 
very di!erent. Grief is something that does connect, 
but it still is dependent on age and type of loss. 

Anna described that she had a strong feeling that 
“change is coming”, regarding both mourning and 
death. The “young adults of your generation are much 
more aware, they want therapy, are consciously looking 
for spaces”. “They fear of repressing too much” and 
Anna pointed out that she sometimes thought that 
they’re almost too focused on mourning! Anna can 
sense that things are changing but there remain many 
issues because “we don’t grow up with a self-under-
standing/conception of death”: 
1. We are no longer in large families, “we no longer see 
how someone is dead and few people have seen how 
someone looks like who has died peacefully”
2. Moreover, today people die mainly in institutions, 
such as nursing homes and this means that “death is 
outsourced”.
3. She also mentioned how she recently had come 
across more scenarios in which parents decided to 
not take their children to funerals. This is a big mistake, 
because it means that they do not grow up with death 
and they don’t know how a funeral may look like when 
they must organize one or be faced with a death. 
4. Death is mainly seen in movies and on tv, but Anna 
called this a “violent death” and representative of real 
death.
5. Additionally, we also lack organic rituals today as 
“we don’t grow up with rituals around death anymore 
and so mourners have to find their own rituals”. 
6. Death also makes people very insecure, especially 
young people. Out of this insecurity people tend to 
withdraw from mourners - mourners are then left 
to contact them e.g. “call me whenever you need 
anything”, which doesn’t help at all.

From these issues, our conversation moved to ceme-
teries and aesthetics, where Anna also sees change 
happening but even more a need for change to happen. 
Cemeteries are losing more and more meaning 
because they don’t appeal to people (also aesthetically) 

 and this is clear in the first banishment of the compul-
sory cemetery burial law in Bremen. She believes 
the law will be out phased more and more, as over 
50% of Germans do not want a compulsory ceme-
tery burial. Many want to be buried in the Friedwald. 
There is a need to “design cemeteries di!erently, with 
cafes, places for coming together and for exchange, 
to naturally integrate them into life.” She talked about 
the need to get rid of the “high walls” surrounding 
cemeteries because we need openness around death 
and the dead. Mourners are and will continue to be 
looking for a place because when someone dies you 
feel powerless and graves are helpful because you 
can do something there, you can create something. 
So these places, like cemeteries, where you can feel 
useful are super important for mourners but they need 
to become contemporary. 

This led us to discuss what communication and design 
can achieve in the topic of mourning and death. Anna 
immediately said that the most important thing around 
communication is that you made aware of the options 
you have when someone dies. But this should happen 
in advance. Most people do not deal with the topic 
until someone has already passed and they are then 
overwhelmed. In this state, people often end up simply 
trusting and following the opinion of morticians and 
doctors, where information may be partly withheld 
- not for the benefit of the family. Anna sees this as 
the main problem because if “I don’t do something 
because I simply don’t know or am advised against it, 
then it is harder for me to deal with death in the long 
term”. For example, “most people don’t know that you 
can take deceased person home for 36 hours, even if 
they have died in the hospital”. You aren’t making an 
informed decision in the moment but only know better 
afterwards – that’s traumatizing.

Anna pointed out that in Berlin, there already are 
some great alternative morticians such as Jan Möller 
with memento bestattungen. One can go to memento 
during one’s lifetime, plan one’s funeral for free and 
make sure that “the questions are answered”.  Memento 
accompanies in a process-oriented way and makes 
sure that one, singular (and same) person is available 
to the family. This approach stands in opposition to 
how things are done in most funeral homes, in which 
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family’s choose everything in one day, from catalogues 
and under the pressure of being sold something and 
having to purchase. Especially in the countryside 
there only traditional morticians with “horrible” fare-
well rooms (Bestattungsräume), horrible music, thou-
sands of plastic flowers, and angels. These spaces are 
excluding (“ausschließend”) for families and mourners.

The monthly Soulfood Evening, that Anna organizes 
is so special because it recognizes the need for new 
rituals and spaces for communication (like the podcast 
that came out of it!). She described how she’s seen 
a huge di!erence between the needs of older and 
younger people in their mourning process. Older 
people come to her as a grief therapist because others 
told them to. A friend might have told them that they do 
not seem well - for many it is their first time doing a form 
of therapy and they come with the expectation that 
Anna will ‘make it go away’. In contrast, Anna finds that 
“young people come to have the space to mourn” and 
that “mourning has a much more positive connotation”. 
Younger generations come asking “I want to mourn, 
how can I express that, how can I do that?” and this 
challenges the current communication around death. 
This is also clear in the funeral industry where alterna-
tives are needed and wanted e.g. such as painting the 
co!in yourself. Older people are on the other hand are 
totally fine with the current o!ering. 

Finally, we came to the topic of women and their domi-
nance in the death and grief world. Anna pointed out 
that like most social professions and social work, grief 
counselling is also female. From Anna’s experience 
most of the clients seeking grief therapy as well as 
the professionals o!ering it, are women. She gave 
an estimate of at least 80% of the people coming to 
the counselling center being women. Anna believes 
that women grieve di!erently than men, as they find 
it easier to show feelings and to reflect on loss. Men, 
from her experience have other coping strategies such 
as rushing into work, doing sports, and spending a lot 
of time with their friends – which is also a totally valid 
form of grieving and mourning. There of course isn’t 
a right or wrong way of grieving but there are di!er-
ences. For example, men find group situations such 
as Anna’s young grievers group, harder. This has a lot 
to do with socialization, which also links to how older 

people grieve - they also find group settings harder. She 
brought up the example of Jan Möller from memento, 
who set up a mourning group for men, but it didn’t work 
out because not enough men showed up. On the topic 
of people working in the alternative funeral industry 
in Germany, she did point to Thanatos, memento and 
Lebensah funeral homes, which have both male and 
female founders.

Interviewed November 30th, 2022, 1 hour.
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Rebecca Emmenegger (25) created La Muerte as 
her final bachelor project to complete her studies of 
Audiovisual Media at the Zürich Kunsthochschule. La 
Muerte is a webseries in which three protagonists are 
followed on their way to accepting their own death. 
It’s meant to be a rendezvous with death, to get a little 
closer to dealing with finiteness. The related digital 
platform “lamuerte.ch” creates a relaxed virtual place 
that reduces fears around death and showcases people 
who work in the death industry. 

Rebecca and I immediately connected because of 
being of the same age. We talked about the question 
of how both of us got to the topic of death in our rela-
tively young lives. She mentioned that she had asked 
herself the question of her own finiteness and death 
from an early age and it preoccupied her as a teenager. 
However, when she sought to talk to her parents about 
it, they seemed rather irritated by her interest in death 
and dying. This installed in her an avoidance – she had 
these thoughts but didn’t dare to speak about them in 
the open. Rebecca therefore didn’t learn how to deal 
with these feelings and while it wasn’t a persistent 
fear of death, it was rather her inability to deal with 
the heaviness once the fear hit. Additionally, the more 
philosophical aspect of “what do I do with my life” and 
“what is a meaningful life in the face of finiteness”, was 
something that she considered a lot. Then after her fifth 
semester, before starting her bachelor thesis, she did 
an internship at the Swiss television station SRF and 
helped create a piece on the Hallo Tod Festival that 
occurs yearly in Zürich. This was a memorable turning 
point for her, especially because as part of the segment, 
she was filmed testing co!ins and interviewed about 
the experience. This wasn’t just broadcasted on Swiss 
television but shortened for the German Tagesschau. 
Her parents and their friends saw it and it shocked 
quite a few people. Her mother said she found it weird 
to see her child in a co!in. This overall experience 
encouraged her to pursue her bachelor project, as 
she saw how many people were triggered by it and 
also the discussion that ensued within her own family.

We started talking about La Muerte, the goal of it and 
the process of working on this project. Rebecca began 
by describing how hard it was to concretize the story-

telling and angle that she wanted to take. Eventually 
she chose three themes for three videos: acceptance, 
repression and confrontation. These are inspired by 
Elisabeth Kübler-Ross 4(-5) stages of death/mourning. 
In each video, the same three protagonists share 
their di!erent approach to death in the light of these 
themes. Each person, according to Rebecca represents 
a certain death attitude you find in society. The first 
person is a woman who works in a hospice. She is 
very much in tune with death and for Rebecca, she 
is very close to the ideal of acceptance of death. The 
second person is a man who believes in cryonics, 
which means he wants his body to be frozen and stored, 
in the speculative hope of being regenerated in the 
future. For Rebecca, he represents the type of person 
who just cannot accept death, wants to further life at 
all costs and represses the inevitability of it. The last 
person is a skydiver, who in his partaking of extreme 
sports on one hand is constantly confronted with his 
own death (two almost death accidents) but on the 
other hand, also tends to not deal with death too much. 

The goal of La Muerte is on the most basic level, that 
people talk about death - that communication takes 
place on the basis of her work, and this doesn’t have to 
be a dialogue between two people but is just as valu-
able if it stimulates an inner discussion. She noticed 
herself how she had been suppressing death and how 
much better she felt when she confronted it. Talking 
about death takes away the fear of it. She also experi-
enced how certain things became less important after 
confronting death so regularly as well as that people 
opened up to her a lot, once they discovered the topic 
of her bachelor project. However, Rebecca also felt 
the need to sometimes take a step back and not talk 
to everyone about death because she felt that there 
was always a “forced transition” in the conversation. 

Lastly, we turned to the topic of aesthetics, design, and 
death. Something she clearly considered a lot in her 
studies of Audiovisual Media and is reflected in her 
videos and online platform. La Muerte is carefully and 
intuitively designed and visually staged. Rebecca made 
a very important point: the fact that “the design, the 
aesthetics must adapt to our generation and our taste”. 
Today, the design in death care, of websites and funeral 
homes etc., is all still directed to the elderly and as a

A.4 Interview with
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person of the younger generation, you feel alienated. In 
her own work, she chose a “reduced, aesthetic feel” and 
also presented other people in the death care industry 
who have a similar style on her platform. Hoi ceramics 
who design urns, is representative of that young, new 
aesthetic and a great example of how according to 
Rebecca, death should look like today because “I don’t 
want to deal with something that doesn’t appeal to me 
aesthetically”. She also mentioned how Germany has 
more alternatives to o!er than Switzerland, simply 
due to the country’s size, however there is the Hello 
Death festival in Zürich, “a place where you will find 
the people who want to modernize death in Switzer-
land”. We ended our conversation by quickly turning 
to the topic of women in death, as for example the two 
organizers of the Hello Death festival are women (one 
of them also hosts the podcast endlich.sein). For La 
Muerte, she ended up having two men and one woman 
because she found their contrasting stories the most 
interesting. However the people who are involved in the 
death world and are featured on her website are mainly 
women, which Rebecca related to women generally 
being in the position of doing care work. 

Interviewed December 1st, 2022, 45 minutes.

Schwer Okay was created in the context of Chiara 
Sterzl’s (27) and Lena Daur’s (24) master thesis in 
eco-social-design at the University of Bolzano. Having 
identified the lack of support for those experiencing 
grief (whether it’s been a recent loss or many years), 
the two decided to explore this absence in Western 
society from a design perspective and looked into 
unconventional ways of helping those who have lost 
someone. With their first grief events this summer, 
Schwer Okay, in collaboration with professional part-
ners, o!ers unconventional, alternative and truly empa-
thetic grief support. 

But how did these two female designers end up in the 
world of death and grief? Lena had lost a friend of hers 
a few years back but otherwise, she did not experience 
close death. However, already during her bachelor 
studies of product design, she had played with the 
concept of “can I even a!ord to die” and questioning 
the current Bestattungskultur. When it came to her 
master thesis project, a major starting point was how it 
bugged her that she knew that the people were grieving 
and in pain but she didn’t know anything about it or 
how to react to it. She wanted to change that. And 
Chiara joined her on that journey. Chiara grew up in 
a large family in which death was talked about and 
experienced openly. When her grandmother died, she 
accompanied her on that journey and thus experienced 
close death. In her family, death was considered a 
“beautiful topic.”

How do designers begin to immerse themselves in 
such a seemingly design-foreign space? In the begin-
ning, Lena and Chiara approached all the experts they 
could think of: pastors, terminal care professionals, 
hospice workers, caregivers, funeral home profes-
sionals etc. From these conversations as well as case 
studies, key findings emerged which they proceeded to 
map by asking themselves: what is already out there? 
They decided to focus on grief instead of death and 
very early on recognized the need for a partnership 
with a grief support professional. Alexandra Eyrich, 
who specializes in working with grieving youths and 
young adults, ended up being the perfect collaborator. 
After the two joined one of Eyrich’s youth weekends, 
they realized that while they weren’t grief counsellors, 

A.5 Interview with 
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they did want to organize events for the grieving to 
come together and facilitate a space for grief. And 
that how Schwer Okay’s “Summer of Grief” was born, 
which featured events including two Silent Nature 
Dances, Eat’n’Grief, Erinnerungsschneiderei, Sunrise 
Hike, Plant Swap Night and a Photo Walk. In October, 
a Living Room Concert happened as well. For each 
event, people came together in di!erent scenarios and 
spaces, in which they were able to find solace and be 
and be open about their grief in a communal setting. 

From this summer, the next steps for Schwer Okay will 
be working towards publishing their very own book. 
This will include the documentation of their research, a 
write-up and reflections of the experiences during the 
‘Summer of Grief’, as well as all the materials needed to 
host di!erent, unconventional grief events on your own. 

Talking about their takeaways, Chiara and Lena 
mentioned that a key aspect of their research was 
realizing the need for people who have expert knowl-
edge, which for them meant bringing in Alex for o!icial 
grief support. This helped them feel secure during the 
events that they were hosting. But facilitating also 
meant overcoming their own fears, for example in the 
beginning navigating the scenario of “what if someone 
cries?”. Many did cry but the group dynamics – people 
that understands each other through grief – was able 
to support themselves. In consideration of making sure 
to provide adequate support, the two also decided 
not to work with people who experienced the death 
of a loved one very recently, because they felt like 
they weren’t able to provide enough of a safety net for 
them. Much more they wanted to be there for everyone 
experiencing grief in the long term as “grieving is by no 
means over after the year of mourning” (Trauerjahr) 
and that means that maybe after twenty years you need 
the space to talk about and miss your grandpa again, 
then you can come to Schwer Okay too. 

The conversation shifted to the German death industry 
in general and I pointed out that predominantly women 
seem to be the driving actors of change in the modern, 
alternative “Bestattungskultur”. Lena and Chiara whole-
heartedly agreed, mentioning that their entire team of 
partners for Schwer Okay are women and the inno-
vators in this field are female. From podcast- and urn-

makers, to alternative funeral home owners, the only 
two men they could think of that they came across 
during their research was the director of the Bestat-
tungsmuseum in Kassel as well as an alternative funeral 
home director in Berlin. They pointed out that the overt 
presence of women, just seems like another contin-
uation of the patriarchal structures seen in the social 
work and care industry, in which men are rarely at the 
forefront. While it’s amazing to see so many, especially 
relatively young women involved in the reconfiguration 
of the death and grief industry, it’s also very sad to see 
so few men.

As three eco-social designers we ended our conver-
sation with the big question: what role can design play 
in death and grief? 
1.  Design can help overcome hurdles 
2. While classic design is derogatively considered to 
make things ‘nice’, it’s finally time to make mourning 
and death look like it has value (‘wertig’) in society and 
make it as beautiful as things for life 
3. Make engagement with death and grief appealing 
and create space e.g. invitations for the grief events 
‘looked really cool’ according to the young mourners 
of the grief counsellor
4. Designers act as facilitators, communicators and 
organizers e.g. the ability to get a famous singer play 
the living room concert for five mourners 
5. Increase social value and societal awareness of 
death and grief through design
6. Be more than just a beautiful facade by o!ering 
content and resources e.g. Instagram account of 
@21gramm.wdr
7. Bring innovation into the grief and death world 
through the use of design thinking and design methods
8. Accelerate the rethinking of an old-established, 
dormant industry 
9. Visual language helps talking about death and 
addressing issues at hand

We concluded with acknowledging that “the need is 
clearly there because there actually are many people 
that are involved in hospice and bereavement work,  
but there is a lack of content, innovation and commu-
nication”.  

Interviewed  November 9th, 2022, 45 minutes.
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Rachelle Younie (27) is the host and creator of Mortality 
and the Morgue, a podcast in which she discusses the 
“morbid details” of her former job at the morgue and 
“sits down with death care workers, doctors, artists 
and more to delve into societal views and philosophies 
surrounding death, dying and grief“. She is based in 
Vancouver, Canada.

We began our conversation with a brief introduction 
to my research at the intersection of death and design, 
as well as my personal relationship to death and expe-
rience of the funeral industry in Germany. From this 
starting point, I asked Rachelle about her way into the 
‘death world’, a term we both decided to be quite fitting, 
as it seems like “once you’re in the world of death, you’re 
in to stay”. Describing herself as a “very morbid kid”, 
she was interested in death from a very young age and 
generally gravitated towards darker subject matter, 
literature and eventually academia. Fascinated by the 
intersection of medicine and sociology and by how 
we structure our society, Rachelle ended up studying 
criminology in her undergraduate degree and was 
trending towards medicine, specifically pathology. 
During her studies, she shadowed a forensic pathol-
ogist at the Vancouver General Hospital, which, after 
graduating with her B.A. in Criminology, led her to look 
for jobs at the morgue. Rachelle found a job as a body 
donation programme technician at the University of 
British Columbia’s medical school, where she worked 
for three years until August 2021. 

Once she left the morgue, the podcast came to life. 
Before leaving her job, Rachelle had already thor-
oughly explored the idea of creating a podcast as a 
creative outlet that connected with her day job. Espe-
cially because “when people hear you work in morgue, 
they ask so many questions” and she felt like there 
was a genuine interest in what she was doing. So she 
thought: why not make a podcast to answer all the 
questions people seem to have! Additionally, Rach-
elle finds the academic and sociological standpoint 
around death fascinating and was looking to have 
those kind of conversations and broadcast them. 
However, initially the podcast started as a sort of time 
capsule to document her experiences at the morgue. 
She began recording episodes after leaving the body 

donation  programme in 2021 and finding herself in the 
pandemic, with lots of time to pursue creative work. 

After recording the first few episodes, she started 
reaching out to other people in the industry, and 
established the podcast as an open platform in which 
death can be “honestly, candidly” talked about. The 
podcast as a “judgment-free zone”, stands in oppo-
sition to the still prevalent “stigma and fear around 
death” and the “idea that if you speak about death 
more, you are inviting it into your life”. Rachelle talked 
about the fact that there might be people out there 
that are su!ering in silence, and that if she has those 
conversations in the open, it may encourage others 
to have them too. For example, how helpful it is to talk 
about and make a will early on in your life and having 
those conversations out in the open with friends and 
family. However, she stressed the fact that she didn’t 
start the podcast to “change people’s lives but out of 
a more general interest” in the subject matter. Then 
as time and content progressed, people would reach 
out to her with very personal messages. For example 
someone having grown up in a religious household 
reached out to her and mentioned, that talking about 
death had been a taboo and once they left this reli-
gion, they  su!ered because the promised “blanket 
of heaven” had gone away. Listening to Rachelle’s 
podcast had made them realize, that death wasn’t as 
scary they thought it would be. 

Moving from her podcast to a more general discus-
sion on death in society, I asked Rachelle what she 
saw as the biggest issues that exist around death in 
contemporary North America. She described how 
“right now, the death industry in North America is 
facing a reckoning”, due to an influx of knowledge 
and because of the impact of the pandemic. Covid-19 
meant that people on a global scale were a!ected by 
death, the most (in number and extent) they had been 
for a couple of decades. This is “changing the way we 
are handling death”. For Rachelle, the intersection of 
the death industry and capitalism as well as the death 
industry and its ecological impact, are the two largest 
issues of today. 

She described how in North America (unlike Europe), 
the death industry is disguised more by a seemingly
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empathetic approach. One that pretends to convey that 
it cares but tries to sell e.g. “we are so sorry for your 
loss, we are here for you, but do you want this 10,000 $ 
casket?”.  It is this intersection of the death industry and 
capitalism that is “starting to gross people out”. Addi-
tionally, the industry is environmentally destructive, 
and options are limited to either burial or cremation. 
Extensive land use (in North America, burial plots are 
land purchases and thus cemeteries keep on growing), 
chemicals and metals released into the soil from 
burials, toxic embalming practices (embalming fluid 
dangerous for humans and released into the soil) as 
well as cremation releasing pollutants and chemicals 
in the air (often also coming from embalming, which 
is done before cremation), are all major ecological 
concerns. “We have no ideal method for disposing of 
the dead”. 

However, changes are coming with alternatives such 
as green burial, which is being discussed more and 
more as well alkaline hydrolysis as an substitute to 
embalming chemicals. Moreover, human composting 
has just been legalized in California and more green 
cemeteries in which one is either buried in a shroud 
(cloth) or a wicker casket are being established. 
Rachelle describes how she “felt like there is a tide 
shift coming,” but that death remains “entrenched in 
bureaucracy and legalities” – there is so much red tape 
. Especially because capitalism/capital accumulation 
is involved, the “money-making business is pushed to 
the forefront and that is the funeral-industrial-complex” 
right now. 

Therefore, she sees the “need for a grassroots move-
ment” that o!ers and shows people the di!erent 
options that are out there. “The problems in North 
America come from a very fear-based approach to 
death”, as it is still a death-denying society in which 
people don’t want to have these conversation to begin 
with. The funeral industry is thus “a massive institution, 
(led by white men) that needs an overhaul“. It is now 
the young women who are coming into the industry 
and are willing to change it. 

Finally, we spoke about design and death and Rachelle 
pointed to one of her podcast episodes in which she 
interviewed Tracey Wheeler, who work for Endwell, a

non-profit that is focused on speaking about death. 
Wheeler’s background is in fashion design and 
their conversation focused a lot on the importance 
of aesthetics and how it informs how you feel and 
talk about death. In regards to design and creation, 
Rachelle also mentioned her obsession with social 
constructionism and how the way we manufacture our 
reality informs how we deal with death for example. 
These manufactured realities are “very entrenched 
and hard to change” but also recognizing that they 
are constructions, “gives us the power to start making 
changes, to quite practically change the way we think 
about death and death care”. This led us to a larger 
discussion on the power of storytelling and how who 
we are, as individuals and societies, is a made-up story 
we tell ourselves. So, there is a possibility to change 
that story through design by keeping the barrier to 
entry low, if a space is for example designed in an 
inviting way. 

Interviewed November 22nd, 2022,  1 hour.
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Verena Brunnbauer und nicole honeck are death 
positiv, two women who have made death work at a 
variety of intersections in life and society, their full-
time jobs. The partners are based out of Linz, Austria 
and with death positiv, they o!er secular services as 
funeral orators, providing a highly individual, empa-
thetic, and non-religious speech style. Additionally, 
they also have their “Sargbar” – a mobile art object 
aka a wood co!in turned bar. The co!in bar aims 
to be both “performative and inviting” and “create 
space and time at the “Sargbar” to discuss, explore, 
and break taboos together on the topic of death and 
mortality”. They mentioned that travelling with the 
Sargbar, to for example trade fairs, has been amazing 
because positive, productive conversations always 
take place. The modified co!in suddenly provides a 
room for storytelling and sharing. Finally (but they 
do much more), they also created a card game called 
“Sarggespräche” for all ages. It is “meant to be a tool to 
exchange thoughts, preferences, stories about life and 
death in an entertaining way” and together “discuss, 
explore and break taboos about death and mortality”. 
While the cards put questions up for discussion in the 
game, the two pointed out that those questions don’t 
even matter that much - it is rather about sitting down 
together and engaging with death together. 

We began our conversation by discussing how Verena 
and nicole found their way into the death world as well 
as their background. The two met during their studies 
of publishing and communication sciences. Verena 
started working at a morgue part-time in 2006, while 
she was studying, and that’s how she got interested in 
death work. After graduating, she pitched to the morti-
cian that she wanted to work full-time, and a major part 
of her work turned towards creating a decent online 
presence for the funeral home. She modernized the 
homepage and saw the need for a news blog and inter-
active experience at a time where this was very unusual. 
She also build up a Facebook page. Both were very 
successful, with many people from abroad coming to 
the funeral home because of their early digital presence 
and inviting homepage. Verena immediately pointed 
out that design here played an important role in the 
funeral home’s success. After leaving this workplace,

the topic of death kept on coming back to her and she 
had always wanted to do funeral rites with humor. So, 
Verena pursued a clown education and for her final 
exam she had to choose a name for her clown. Out of 
an impulse, she chose Death Positiv, referring to the 
concept of death positivity from the United States, 
which Verena really liked. In the beginning uninten-
tionally without the ‘e’, now intentionally without it, 
this clown is now the main feature of their Corporate 
Identity.  

Both pointed out that they realized that so much more 
was needed in the death industry: something holistic, 
something before, during and after death. One way 
that they believe this can be achieved is through inte-
grating art and culture into death work. nicole, who 
had been in the field of culture and social work, really 
stressed the fact that their studies taught them about 
the power of media and the fact that how you design 
(and if you do it well) will enable you to get the outcome 
you want. She mentioned that there one way to create 
a space in which one can talk about death is through 
the means of art and culture employed in the public 
space. For example, on the 8th of August which is the 
o!icial Memento Tag (a day to remember your own 
impermanence), they organized a street art workshop 
at a cemetery in Linz, at which posters (and postcards) 
were created. These were hung on the cemetery walls. 
Three months after, the posters were taken down and 
they got a lot of positive feedback (even from a brother 
at the Church) about how much they enjoyed them 
being there and changing the death space. Verena 
pointed out that this is classic, that it always takes time 
until people outside of the ‘death bubble’ get intrigued 
by their work and are able to reflect upon the positive 
e!ects of it. 

Regarding further design aspects of their Death Positiv 
work, they mentioned how extremely a!irmative the 
feedback has been regarding their corporate design 
and how it works especially well with young people. 
They are often told how “aesthetic” the Sargbar is and 
how pretty their website looks and pointed to the fact 
that for some people, it is important that thinks are 
pretty and aesthetic (even in death!). A person at a 
trade fair for the death industry mentioned that they 
found them and three other participating stands (out 
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of 100) aesthetically appealing. Verena referred to her 
time at the funeral home, where she really tried to 
implement a holistic design and for example provide 
a well-designed photobook for family members to 
take home. Both stressed the fact that design and 
aesthetics are important!

We moved on to discuss the most important goal of 
their work: education and awareness-raising on death 
and dying. They want to make people engage with the 
topic and find out what they want, what their family 
members want, because once the scenario occurs, 
you find yourself in a state of emergency (‘Ausnahme-
zustand’). Verena pointed out that it is in this helpless 
state, in which people are willing to accept anything, 
take any advice and this is tragic. On the other hand, 
people who know what they want or knew what their 
deceased family member wanted, were much more 
prepared and had a clear head for other things. Unlike 
in Germany, this is an even more pressing issue in 
Austria because a burial must happen within 4-5 days 
after the death. Therefore, it really helps when things are 
settled beforehand. Additionally, if you deal with your 
own death and the logistics of it in advance, then you 
will consider everything very carefully and can become 
comfortable with your decisions. Finally, appropriate 
death planning is important for those left behind and 
their mourning – they have a di!erent starting point in 
which they can focus more on themselves. 

Then we moved onto discussing morticians and funeral 
homes, which became a service industry in the early 
1800s and this is the root cause of the problems we 
have today – they shouldn’t be just that. They pointed 
out that at the end of the day, for many employees 
at funeral home it is just a job and if providing extra 
support to a family might mean that one goes home 
at four rather than two, many aren’t willing to do that. 
Verena, speaking from her job experience, mentioned 
that most of what morticians earn is through the selling 
of goods and not for the service they provide. She 
wishes that what family’s pay, would go towards the 
sta! and their service, rather than predominantly for 
expensive co!ins, unnecessary urn covers (a new 
product I’ve never heard of but entirely redundant as 
urns then get buried / removed from sight) or cards 
and envelopes (I still have hundreds and you can’t use

them for anything else and you also don’t want to throw 
them away!). Why not have cheap co!ins and then 
better paid sta! that wants to provide a good service? 
What is needed are people outside of the family but 
who aid and advice (aka a death doula). Essentially, 
Death Positiv is of the opinion that everything should 
be possible at a funeral home.

One of the biggest worries that people have is always 
“what will others think”, “what will others say in the 
fourth row”? We don’t have to do it the way funeral 
homes o!er however it is the norm and deviating from 
it makes people uncomfortable in view of what others 
might think. Verena pointed to her experience as a 
secular funeral orator, where she has rarely not had to 
at least do one prayer of “Vater Unser”. Moreover, they 
also had the experience that because in Catholicism 
you want to go to heaven, many people who may have 
left the church ask to pray just before they die, driven 
by an intense fear of death. 

I mentioned that from my experience so far, I predom-
inantly met women rather than men in the alternative 
death/funeral/bereavement field. nicole immediately 
jumped into the question and spoke about how both 
birth and death were fields traditionally occupied by 
women and that then in the 1800s there was a shift. 
But she pointed out that there’s currently a shift again 
– more than 80% of the people in training to become 
morticians are currently women. nicole also talked 
about their new research project on the intersection of 
death, women, and the arts, for which Death Positiv just 
got a grant. While they are still in the beginnings of this 
research, she believes that the dominance of women 
in the field has something to do with the fact that 
women are more empathetic and that many already 
occupy the field as volunteers (unpaid) in the form of 
for example grief support. The currently disconnected 
funeral service industry is unsustainable in the long-
term and women are leading that shift. Nicole pointed 
out that many women who work in the field have to 
justify what they do and why they want to be paid for it 
(e.g. grief counseling, why are you asking for money?). 
On the other hand, at the funeral home, which is led by 
men, you pay for everything without asking a question. 
The changes that have indeed happened in Austria in 
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the industry, have been made by women. But nicole 
also pointed to the importance of young people as 
changemakers because they have new values and 
are building up new concepts parallel to the existing 
industry (rather than trying to change it from within as 
that’s basically impossible) because the death industry 
is not contemporary anymore. Tackling problems like it 
being impersonal and mourners constantly engaging 
with di!erent strangers rather than one person. 

Interviewed November 29th, 2022 1.5 hours

Laura Willem is a freelance designer and art director 
based in Munich. Together with her friend Julia Reich, 
she founded heartfelt paper & co back in November 
2020. The vision of a better way of dealing with uncom-
fortable issues such as grief and serious illness led the 
two designers, to create stylish and timely bereavement 
stationery. Using sustainable materials, heartfelt has 
modernized the standard “black card” and replaced the 
never-ending platitudes with warm-hearted messages. 
Today, heartfelt is a “one-woman show” led by Laura. 
Her stationary has been a huge success, heartfelt was 
just recognized with the German Design Award, Gold 
in the category Posters, Cards and Photography in the 
area of Excellent Communications Design. 

We began our interview by introducing ourselbes 
and immediately talking about how absurd it is that 
there is so little contemporary design and commu-
nication around death: it “after all, it concerns us all, 
why should we stop at death”. Laura pointed out that in 
German society we use the “standard phrases”, that are 
always “religiously tinged” but we cannot assume that 
everyone is religious. This also applies to bearvement 
stationary, where you have the standard platitudes, 
everything in black and white, outdated typography. 
“It’s like were stuck in the 80s” and “all I want to do 
sometimes it ask funeral home owners if they know 
that its 2022.” But, “I’m in the bubble now because of 
the company, and it’s changing”.

We moved onto discussing the beginnings of heartfelt, 
which they founded in the middle of the pandemic after 
both lost their freelance jobs. Laura saw the pandemic 
as a pivotal moment for change in Germany: there 
was sudden awareness in society that death a!ects 
us all. The theme of heartfelt is “di!icult times”, so not 
just death but also serious illness and mental health 
issues are addressed by the stationary. But why did 
they found? Laura said “out of personal need” because 
the best man of her husband lost both his mother and 
father in a short time. Their friend when faced with 
the traditional funeral home o!erings basically said 
he “couldn’t do all this shit” and then Laura took over 
everything regarding stationery, making sure they fit 
to the indivudal who passed away. Laura described the 
tragedy (Trauerspiel) that occurs to the bereaved when 
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they open their mailbox in Germany, “on a design level 
you get it shoved in your face how crappy everything 
is”. Saying like “Stille Anteilnahme” / “Silent Sympathy” 
are so the opposite of what many want. 

With heartfelt cards, this tragedy at the mailbox is to 
be avoided: “we want to send love” instead. As both 
founders are designers, they had always designed 
their own cards in case of deaths and when they 
started looking into starting their business, they were 
surprised that there is nothing like this (not even on the 
internet). In the United States they found one or two 
examples of modern bereavement cards but they were 
in a very feminine design niche. Heartfelt cards are 
very di!erent, typographically sophisticated and o!er 
both loud and quiet options. For their first collection, 
they had to limit themselves to twenty, even though 
they felt like they could have put out at least 50 cards. 
They made sure to include “Sternenkinder” cards for 
parents who lose their child at or just after birth, a taboo 
topic in Germany and unadressed by stationary and 
design. In their second collection, they recohnized the 
need to include pet death, as for many people they are 
very much family members. Laura pointed out how 
the mixture of seeing their own need for these type 
of cards plus having the time during the pandemic to 
make them, was essential. Additionally, she pointed 
out how “once one begins to occupy themselves with 
designing for death, it’s more simple than one thinks”. 
Her family on the other hand couldn’t really imagine 
that there would be a market for their stationary.

However, their vision proved to be right and heartfelt 
received a golden German Design Award in 2022. 
Laura spoke of how they get so many e-mails with 
people saying that “your cards touched me as the 
only one in my mailbox” and that the bereaved felt 
like the cards  “spoke from the soul”.  With heartfelt “I 
trigger emotions with my designs, it’s very satisfying 
as a designer”. People also constantly tell Laura their 
stories of loss and grief, which “brings one back down 
to earth” and “I suddenly pay attention to things that I 
have not paid attention to before”. Through her work, 
she now deals with the subject matter in a completely 
di!erent way. It “has opened my eyes, I can talk much 
more openly about death, also with people who have 
lost someone”.

We dove deeper into the topic of communication 
and talking about death, and Laura pointed out how 
important it is “that you prepare things, that you think 
about what you want”. In general “you just have to 
talk about it a lot more! Every one of us is going to die, 
everyone is going to lose someone” and it seems so 
absurd we don’t address this. On the topic of mourning, 
Laura described the prevailing notion of “three weeks 
are now over, that’s enough grief” and the general lack 
of understanding for those who have lost someone.  

Laura spoke of how di!erent cultures do it so much 
better than we do here in Germany and that we have 
much to learn from them. Such as her stepmother, who 
is from Africa, and where Laura has experienced how 
the dead are celebrated, with people wearing lots of 
colour and basically partying. For further inspiration 
she also follows many accounts that deal with the 
topic of death and grief and that’s how she discover 
“what’s new”. Laura spoke of the urnfold girls (who I 
interviewed) and how she as a designer wants to be 
cremated and then placed in one of their beautiful 
paper urns. 

Throughout my desk research and the previous inter-
views, I had developed the idea of creating some sort 
of platform or network on which to compile all the 
di!erent agents and resources of the alternative death 
and grief industry in the German-speaking countries. I 
pitched this idea to Laura, as a way to test. She found it 
to be a “great idea” as when they were starting of, they 
didn’t know where to start looking. She described this 
platform idea as a “network, for finding each other and 
exchanging ideas” and even mentioned how “cool new 
collaborations can arise” from this. “A place where new 
ideas can arise”. Especially for end customers might use 
the platform asking “how do I find out where what (e.g. 
alternative funeral home) is”. Laura saw the potential 
for both B2B and B2C. 

We spoke some more about what is missing in Germany 
in the area of death/mourning and design and commu-
nication today. Laura spoke of how we design for birth, 
for weddings and so much work is put into it (especially 
for her  because she is a designer). For her this brings 
up the question of “why should I stop at my death, I 
hope that at my death everything is beautifully
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designed because I am known for it.”

Funerals are most “often expensive but not beautiful” 
in Germany and as Laura pointed out, “if I pay a lot of 
money then it has to look really cool”. But often looking 
really cool also ends up being expensive and while” 
quality has its price but it must have a good balance, 
but if something is extremely expensive (in the death 
industry) then all my hairs stand up”. She revealed that 
a funeral home director once admitted to her, that some 
people in the industry sell co!ins for 3000-4000 Euros 
but these are produced in the Ukraine for 50 Euros.  
are “still many black sheep in this industry”. However, 
Laura sees that there is change happening such as 
with mymoria, who have six “Bestattungsboutiquen” 
(burial boutiques) across Germany including Berlin 
and Munich. 

Interviewed December 13th, 2022, 45 minutes.

A.9 Evaluation and Coding

To view the complete coding process, please scan the 
following QR code. This will take you to a Miro board:
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Appendix B: 

Death & Design 

Survey Results

B.1 Personal Experiences with 

Death

The survey can be found under https://
dk9ieeza6md.typeform.com/to/TBIS1Coy 
and can still be taken. The platform *BA#1&'($
automatically generated a results report, 
which was then analysed on Miro. Appendix 
B contains only a selection of the results and 
analysis.

To view the complete survey results please 
scan the following QR code:

Have you had 
personal experiences

with death?

If you answered yes, and 
feel like you are able to 

share more about who you
lost, please do so below: 

Two people spring to mind. I first realized death was a 
thing that "happened" when my great granny passed. I 

must have been about 5 or 6. We were on the 
motorway when my dad just stopped the car and we all

got out. Mum was crying. I knew something 
monumental had happened, but I didn't really get what
it was until a few days later. I cried for a long time after 
that, not because I was sad (I was), but because I was 

afraid it would happen to me. She was a pretty central 
figure in our family. 

The next time was about 8 years later, when my dad's 
mother died. We were never as close to dad's side of 

the family, only going to visit once every couple of 
years (something I think he regrets) . At the funeral, I 
remember crying, but my dad didn't. I always thought 

that was sad.

My aunt 
recently passed,
my grandfather 
passed 5 years 

ago.

My 
grandparents

I lost grandparents when I was younger, and many 
pets, but one of my most teaching experiences around 

death has come from experiences with a friend who 
(thankfully), is still very much alive. I help care for, live 
with, and support a friend who has been dealing with 

suicidality and chronic illness for a few years now. I 
came to live with death as a very real possibility, an 

option or a potential solution, that was acknowledged 
as such in all it's painful nuance. It was a present part 
of our lives, something spoken about, something we 

sat with and very close to many times for a long time. It
changed my relationship to death a lot, and how I see 
and experience the depth of experiences in the world 

around me in general.

Menschen die 
eng mit mir 

verwandt waren
bzw. Befreundet
sind gestorben

the death i 
experienced most 
closely was that of 
my grandfather, 

who passed away at 
around 90 years old

My father died 
two weeks ago. 

My brothers and 
our mother were 
continuously with 
him until he died

Family 
members have
passed away 
or committed 

suicide

My 
grandparents
/ close allies 
and friends

Both 
maternal 

grand- 
parents

Ich habe vor 6 Jahren meine besten Freund verloren an Krebs. Er war immer ein 

eher misantropischer Typ. Er hatte Prostata Krebs, sehr aggressiv. Er hat immer 

gesagt, ich werde nicht alt und wenn ich krank werde, möchte ich selber 

entscheiden, wann ich gehe. Ich habe mit ihm seinen Nachlass geregelt und 

versucht so gut es ging an seiner Seite zu sein. Er hat am Ende mehr am Leben 

gehangen, als es ich je vorstellen konnte. Er sagte immer, wenn noch eine schön 

halbe Stunde kommt, ist es alles wert. Wir haben ihn mit den engsten Freunden an 

seinem Lieblingsplatz zur letzten Ruhe gelassen und seine Asche verstreut. Bis 

heute vermisse ich ihn so sehr! Es hört einfach nicht auf… dann habe ich in den 

letzten Jahren 3 Freundinnen an Brustkrebs verloren. Alle viel zu früh! Das ist mir 

sehr nah gegangen so besondere Frauen zu verlieren und die Schicksale ihrer 

Lieben zu sehen. Unter anderem ist auch die Mutter meines Patenkindes dabei, die

jetzt selber ihr erstes Kind bekommt. Ich versuche für sie da zu sein und ein paar 

wichtige Dinge in ihrem Leben zu begleiten… aber mir ist bewusst, dass so ein 

Verlust nicht zu ersetzen ist. Ich bin selber gerade erst Oma geworden und meine 

Tochter und ich genießen die große Nähe dadurch sehr! Ich bin sehr dankbar, dass
ich das erleben darf!

My father when he was 
only 44, the father of my 
then fiance when he was 

only 56, and of course 
many lifelong friends have 
been increasingly passing 

relatively early over the last
decade.

I’ve lost my 
grandma a few 

years ago but she 
died of old age 

and I wasn‘t super
close with her.

My grandfathers are all 
deceased. Of my grandmothers, 
2 out of a total of 3 (patchwork 
family) are still alive. This year a 
friend of mine of the same age 

passed away, and two years ago 
a friend of the same age died in 

an accident. 
As a child, my neighbor passed 
away, suffering from anorexia 

for years.

Family 
members 
(older and 
younger), 
friends..

Husband

I’ve lost 
family 

members 
and friends.

grandmother, 
grandfather, 

dog, old friend

Lost 
cousins 

and friends

Considering my age I feel 
like I’ve had more 

experiences with death 
than the average person of 

the same age. But not as 
many devastating ones as 

Others.

Maternal Great- 
grandparents 

lost in 2021 due 
to COVID-19

I've lost both grandparents on 
my mothers side and my 

grandfather on my dads side. I 
was close to all of them but with 
them living in a different country 

I didn't feel as much hurt and 
loss as I thought I may have. I 

have also lost a childhood friend.

My granddad 
when I was very 
young (cancer) 

and my beloved 
cat in my early 

20s

I lost my grandpa 
when I was a 

child, and a few 
other people that 
where in my life

when I was a Teenager, my 
grandmother died at home 

surrounded by the family and a 
schoolmate of the same age 

committed suicide.  This year my 
mother died of a sudden heart 
attack. I saw and touched the 

corpses of my mother and 
grandmother with deep 

consciousness.

Death has been 'around me' multiple 
times in my life (my grandmother 

committed suicide when I was 4 years 
old, a very good friend of my former best 

friend died of cancer at the age of 18, 
another very good friend lost her best 

friend to suicide at the age of 18 as well, 
later my other grandma died of late 

complications of a cerebral hemorrhage) 
but often I was more in a supporting role 

than grieving myself.

my grandparents. 
also, a family 

member works in 
hospice care, so we 

often talk about 
death in my family.

My 
uncle

I lost my best friend 
to an overdose. My 
grandpa died of a 

brain aneurysm. My 
great grandmas died

of old age. My dog 
died of old age.

Persönliche Erfahrungen 
mit dem Tod halten sich 

bisher in Grenzen. Bis auf 
den meiner Großeltern vor 

einiger Zeit, musste ich 
mich glücklicherweisw 

nicht weiter mit dem Tod 
beschäftigen.

I lost my 
grandmother 
when I was 3 

years old and my 
grandfather when

I was 18

My best
friend

parent 
grandparents 
close friends 
friends and 

more!

I came close to 
death twice, and

had to burry 2 
uncles and 2 
close friends

I lost my great- grandfather 
as I was six years old, and a
teacher I was very close to, 
died as I was in school, and 

a former classmate 
committed suicide

Grandparents

Relatives

Most people
have lost 
grandparents

I lost my 
beloved 

grandfather

My 
grandfather

My grandma died of dementia 
after being in a home for many 

years. An interesting loss 
because there wasn’t that same 

loss of a grandma feeling 
because my grandma that I knew

had parted her body years 
before her death. It was the kind 
of death where you’re glad the 
person and those around them 
can have some rest and closure

I suppose this is more 
about ‘the dead’ than 
death. But I saw my 

grandmother in an open 
casket when I was a child. 
The memory of her cold, 

firm body still haunts me. I 
always wondered ‘where 

did she go’

Childhood Best 
friend died of 

brain cancer in 
2021 at the age 

of 28

I lost both of my Grandpas 
from age related 

complications within a 
year. Since then I have 

supported loved ones on 3 
occasions when they lost 

friends and family

Lost my ex- 
partners dad 

while we were all 
living together 

during the 
pandemic

My father died less than a year ago and it
was a very personal experience especially

during covid. Had to wear full covid 
protective gear to see him in the hospital.
He had cancer for two years so also saw 
him slowly become sicker and sicker and 

had to reckon with the fact he’d never 
see me graduate my professional degree 

and see his grandkids (if I ever have 
children)

Lost my 
parents and 
siblings and 
close friends

i have lost friends to drug overdoses, and very recently 
i have most my maternal grandmother. because we are
an immigrant family and my grandparents were denied

entry into canada to visit us many years ago, my 
grandmother has died having never visited our family 

home in vancouver. she also died in singapore, with my
grandpa and uncle, and without the presence of her 

eldest daughter (my mom) nor her youngest son (who 
is in China). this isolation in experiencing death (for my 

family, for myself, for my mom, for my grandfather, 
etc) is a huge, indescribable weight.

Grandparents, 
a friend

3 
grandparents

Death of family 
members, and 

some near 
death (?) 

experiences

My grandma died 
when I was in 

middle school and 
my friend overdosed

when I was in 
second year 
university!

Father
I lost a parent at a very young 

age, which is probably the most 
prominent loss I’ve dealt with 

throughout life. Almost all of my 
grandparents had passed away 
during my teenage years so that 

had an effect on my 
development with 

understanding loss and death.

Lost my grandmother in 
the last year. She was such 

a warm and gentle soul, 
but she was plagued by so 
much illness towards the 
end. The experience was 
really like seeing a candle 
burning at the end of its 

light.

My paternal 
grandparents died - 

but I wans't that 
close with them. 
Also I have had 

friends' parents who
have died.

My 
mom 
died

Parent, 
Friends and

other 
relatives

Partner/friend 
when we were 

teenagers

My 
grandfather,
and a close 

friend

I first lost my dog when I was around 8 - it was super 
difficult for me, as I didn't know what to talk about or 
how to feel. I lost my stepfather when I was 14, which 
was pretty hard, mostly because my mom had panic 
attacks and depression after that. She saw him dying 

from a heart attack, so she entered a shock. At the age 
of 23, I lost my father - this was and is the hardest loss I

had. He lived by himself 10 hours from where I was 
living. He passed away at home, in bed, while on sick 
leave from work because of a cold head. It's not clear 
how he died, but possibly, because he had diabetes, 

ate many sweets and drank alcohol. This is because he 
was in a deep depression that no one knew about it.

My 
grandparents

both were 
lost to cancer

Death of 
grandparents and

close friends’ 
relatives from  

suicide, overdose, 
and accidents

Grandparents 
and close 

family friends

A 
parent

A close friend although he was in
a different country when he 

passed away, his absence really 
became bold mostly due to the 
fact that I denied it for a bit and 
then was shocked by realizing 

how strange it is that someone is
no longer “there”. And he was an 

amazing musician with a 
beautiful voice.

Grandparents, 
friends, 
animals

Grandmother, 
grandfather, 

pets (the 
worst)

Mostly older 
family 

members, 
grandparents

Suicide 
in family

There have not been losses of close family members. 
But I have worked in the field of „palliative Pflege“, 

which faced me with many slow and to be expected 
deaths but also very Sudden and sometimes 

unexpected deaths. Some people where “alone” which 
was always very intimate for us caretakers as we spend

very much individual time with these people and 
others had families around them which involved a lot 
of “after care”. It was always a very emotional process 

that to some extent was faced with a lot of beauty 
aswell. Celebrating life. I had lots of very emotional 

moments and those made me reflect on life and how I 
live it. It humbles you, fills you with emptiness for a 
while but I always reminded myself to celebrate the 

ones we lost and there memory

Grandparents, 
family friends

all but one of my 
grandparents 

(one when I was 1 
year old, one at 
15 yo, one at 19)

People are
incredibly
open <3

Figure 23 
Answers to 
question 2a

Figure 24 Answers to question 2b
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Social Design

I go running a lot. I 
try (emphasis on try)

to pursue creative 
endeavors. Try to 
fall back asleep in 
the morning and 

dream a bit more.

I just don't 
think about

it very 
often

Largely ignoring it? Otherwise, 
planning for my death (e.g., 
creating a will) and spending 

time with loved ones. However, it
is not an everyday or constant 

anxious fear of death. Rather, it 
is a very 'lonely' thought that is 
often with me only alone or at 
night. If someone is with me, 
squeeze them and tell them I 

love them

I understand at an intellectual level that 
we all will die, and there is no way to 

know what happens after. I avoid 'death' 
by doing my best to appreciate the 

moment(through recreation, 
relationships, connections with others) 
and trying to make the time I do have 
here and with others as meaningful as 
possible. It is in the relationships I have 
with people that I find comfort, and the 

idea that if I and they are going to 
disappear one day, at least the time we 

had together was important.

That’s 
just how 
life works

Connecting with
nature and 

people, finding 
beauty in art, 
meditation.

Find practical ways to support or 
be present with those around 
me who are closer to death in 
some way - though sometimes 

I'm avoidant of these things (like 
calling my nan) for whatever 
complex reasons. In terms of 

what makes me feel alive - 
dancing, and having spiritual 
experiences with music and 

nature.

Gespräch 
Bewegung 

in der 
Natur

I guess I try to connect to the people that 
are close to me regularly (call my 

grandmother for example) and cherish 
the moments I do have with them here 

and now. I talk about death to my 
parents, for example how they dealt with 

their parent's (early) loss. But 
subconsciously I am probably also 

distancing myself from the topic and 
what it would actually mean to 

experience the death of very close 
people.

Nothing much 
actually; And 

myabe I 
should after 

all!

I feel soooo alive: 
three children, 
very exciting 

work, friends and 
family

I won't be alive to 
feel the pain. I hope 

to leave behind a 
legacy or at least 

helped others along 
the way.

Consciously - exercise and work 
to keep my body and mind 

sharp. 
This may be more on a 

subconscious level, but because 
of the way I think about death 

(people are still alive through the
impact they’ve had on their 
communities) I try to have a 

positive impact on my own? Idk

Trying not to think 
about it… So maybe 

avoiding, yes. But 
sometimes I feel it’s 
even comforting to 

know that we will all 
die

To avoid:drink, smoke, 
party. To face: enjoy every 
little moment, quality time 
and sunshines and being 
thankful for the beautiful 

people in my life <3

Bewusstsein! Im Leben und
im Umgang mit mir und 

anderen! Das beste geben, 
aufrichtig sein, respektvoll 
sein! Glück empfinden und 
teilen! Jeden Tag genießen 

und positiv sehen!

I'm very aware of life's continuum - especially after I 
spent years constructing a genealogical tree through 
extensive research. As I had little knowledge of my 

family history to that point, that work provided a sense 
of roots and destiny. That led to a strong sense of 

family, the need to create a strong and healthy family 
environment, providing for the wellbeing of my family, 
and setting up a secure future for my current family as 
well as my children's future. So my focus is providing 
for my family and building for the next generation for 

when I'm gone, largely foregoing more immediate 
gratification and wanton self fulfillment .

Definitely Avoidance! So 
partying, surrounding 

myself with friends and 
good people. And try not to
talk/thing about death too 
much because I can‘t really 

do anything about it or 
prevent it.

The most comforting thought is 
that everybody dies. It’s natural 
and normal. I’m scared of grief, 

but it helps me to know that grief
is a testament to how much you 
loved someone. In a way I feel 

lucky to have so many people to 
one day grieve.

Every now and then I try to come to 
terms with the thoughts of how it will be 

or could be when, for example, my 
parents/grandparents are no longer 

around. I don't think that you can 
prepare for such things, but I feel that it 

is important to deal with them in order to
maintain an awareness of death and to 

appreciate certain things in life even 
more. 

To be honest, I rarely think about my own
death, because then I will be the one who

will be "gone". Which actually doesn't 
cause me much fear.

I guess making the best out
of the present moment 
makes the death fear go 
away, by seing friends, 

work, travel etc... Seeing 
the beauty around you 
makes you forget about 

death, I think.

Live 
my life

I think I try to focus on the 
present. I’m an anxious 

person by nature so I try to 
work on remaining present 

even when things like 
death make me anxious or 

scared

No coping 
mechanisms for 
it. Just try to tell 

myself death is a 
part of life and it’s 

okay

I don't have any 
coping mechanisms.
If I do think about it, 
I guess I get sad, but
can't do much about

it.

I honestly just never realize it 
when others die. It just feels like I
haven’t seen them in a long time 

and then sometimes I cry a bit 
about it, when I realize for one 
sec that I won’t see them again. 
Usually I feel pretty good about 
my own death and don’t really 

care. Sometimes I get scared of it
for a min but then I move on 

again pretty quickly.

I make sure to communicate 
with the people that I care about 

when i can. I don't know much 
more.. I try to work towards 

something bigger than me that 
will survive me and that will 

hopefully bring some good to the
world.

The majority of my loved 
ones are not near the age 

of death, so most thoughts 
would be wandering. 

Coping mechanisms aren’t 
necessary. Maybe telling 
people to drive safe and 
text me when they get 

home.

I think I run away from my 
feelings sometimes, especially 

when it comes to heavy feelings 
such as death. Distracting myself
with general daily life tasks and 
not thinking too deeply about it. 
To feel alive, I surround myself 
by my friends and like to see 

them often - I like to party too.

Philosophy, 
spirituality, 

consciousness

help others to live their
life heartfully, take care
of my community and 

the natural 
environment I live in, 

create a positive impact
in the world

wait, move on, 
celebrate the 
beauty of life, 

read about it and 
talk to others

I cope by collecting memories 
that I can look back to, that were 
worth 'living', that comforts me 

because I then had a worthwhile 
life in hindsight. So if I would die 

now, I could say, my life was a 
beautiful, at times painful mess 
and I was able to enjoy most of 

the years I had.

I am a planner (sometimes obsessively 
so) and I guess this gives me a sense of 
control. Over the last years, I have been 

tryying to focus more on things that I love
doing and connect me with nature 

and/or people (sailing, gardening, hiking, 
listening, doing jobs that give me a sense 

of purpose) or that give me a rush of 
adrenaline (riding rollercoasters, jumping

off cliffs) - instead of doing stuff that I 
think is expected of me. I also try to be 

practical about death even if it feels 
weird, like having an organ donor- ID and 

a Patientenverfügung.

Except death 
as something 
natural and 

talk about it a 
LOT

Exercise, 
practice, 

participatory
knowing

I live my life one 
day at a time 
and focus on 
doing things I 

like to do

On a daily basis i rarely 
deal with the fact, that i will
have to face death at some 

point. Hence I am not 
compensating in any form. 
Rather, the fact, that we all 
have to die one day calms 

me in an odd way

I am not scared of 
death for myself, 

but I am scared to 
think about any 

situation that 
involves my 

immediate family.

i be by myself, i tell 
as few people as 
possible to avoid 

fake sympathy and 
unfriending people 
who i feel are fake

I try to remember 
the good 

memories and 
pray for them 

with these 
thoughts in mind

Being an organ
donor and 
having a 

Patient decree

I try to be mindful about intentionally 
savoring the time I spend with my loved 

ones. I try to avoid wasting time on things
that don’t make me a better, more 

fulfilled person. Trying to build a career 
through which I can contribute 

something to humanity. I try to eat well 
and exercise. I read/consume media that,
either directly or indirectly, contemplate 
death. Every once in a while, I dance all 

night.

Avoidance, I think 
that is not 

happening now, 
so it’s  fine. I will 
handle with that 

eventually

Trying to make
the best out of

my life, not 
thinking about 

it

Spending time with the people I 
love, give back to the 

community, ensure the days 
where I have control over my 

thoughts and body I live to the 
fullest (as cheesy as that sounds, 
making sure I do things for me 

and being grateful for the 
present helps a lot)

Im quite Bad at 
coping with it 

alone but talking 
about it and 

grieving together 
usually helps

I get close to my loved ones. 
They are here now, once they 

are gone it's too late. Also I dont 
like to go to bed angry or have 

any unresolved issues, especially
before someone takes a trip or 
anything. I always want to be 
able to look in the mirror and 

say: It's okay, we were on good 
terms.

What are your personal coping 
mechanisms (conscious and 

subconscious) that help you deal 
with the fact that you (and everyone
around you) will at some point have 

to face death?

nothing

living life

talk

be mindful

nature

focus on loved ones

exercise

avoidance
party

legacy & memory

acceptance

Believing that 
something else 

will happen to us 
when we die. 

Something to be 
discovered

Being realistic and honest 
about it, especially because
it’s an uncomfortable topic.

People like to not face it 
and when it happens it will 
be unbearable. It’s good to 

be aware

Show 
appreciation, love,

respect and 
kindness for all 

living beings and 
life.

Exercise, reflection, 
and embracing the 
attributes of those 
who have died into 

my life more

I try to notice all that I can about my 
environment and find novelty, joy and 

clues to little stories that always 
surround me. Tire marks from someone 

doing donuts in a parking lot always 
makes me smile and I think that it is an 
attempt to soak in as much as I can with 
all my senses ,first or secondhand, for as 
long as i and everyone I know is able to.

I don’t avoid death myself or fear
for it myself (history of suicidal 

tendencies) but I fear it for those 
around me. I focus on the people

around me to cope and reach 
out or try to connect somehow. I 

also indulge in isolation and 
weed a bit too much sometimes 

when I’m low

For one I pray to our Father
God the One who Created 
me. I believe that death is 

not the end of me and I am
called into the spiritual 

world  Believing in God our 
Creator is very comforting

Focus on 
building my
perfect life

make the most
out of life, love
deeply, try not 
to worry about

little things

experience
the 

moment

I try to think of it as a natural and 
unavoidable part of life. People have died
and will die - life goes on. Also, the loved 
ones who have passed are not hurting 

anymore - it’s the people who have 
experienced the same that I now have to 
worry about. And for myself -  it’s about 
dealing with my grief from an egocentric 

perspective - how I imagined things 
ahould be and what I will miss When the thought pops into my mind, like death of 

loved ones, it makes me scared and I think to tell them 
I love them or be kinder to them and just be present in 

their lives. So it makes me more explicit in showing 
appreciation for people. In my own life, I don't think 
about it much because I'm pretty young and healthy, 

but I do tend to focus on work but every once in a while
I just get a reality check that oh shit, I'm going to die 

someday, so best that I live my best life, help others, be
there for others, make a meaningful contribution and 
also not care so much about other people's terms of 

success.

Practice kindness on a daily
basis! If I am fearful about 

one part of death it is that I
will die regretting the 

person I lived as. So to 
remedy that fear I truly try 
to kind to people and try to

live a values- driven life.

I say thank you 
every day for 

being alive and I 
had many angels 
protecting me so 

far

It’s cliche but the statement “it’s more of a tragedy to have not lived then to die” is a
mantra for me.  

Death is sad when it ends a conscious relationship with a loved one. However the 
time you had together will always last. I remember almost every Christmas with my

grandma, the sweetest person in my life. I still think about her everyday and no 
one can take those memories.  

So I want to leave a similar impact on my loved ones. Being present and realizing 
that your time with people is limited and finite is a motivation to stare death in the 

face and know it can only take something but not everything.  
Additionally, I don’t believe in a traditional after life but I am also not arrogant 

enough to believe I know what happens. So who knows, maybe there is a way I can 
experience these people again. For me that makes the idea more manageable that 

I will never hug that person, share a meal or any other amazing physical 
experience.

I definitely pull my focus on
my career. I should 

definitely mind my health 
some more if I want to 

avoid death, if anything it 
makes me feel a little guilty 

not taking better care of 
my health.

I think I channel it into 
trying to create a life of 

meaning, or have an 
impact, or create a legacy. 
What's the point of being 

here if you don't do 
something with your life - 
to try and improve things 

for the better?

I don’t 
think 

about it

Talk to those 
concerned, 

dead or alive

Find meaning in 
daily connections 

and actions. I    work
in healthcare so 

death is unavoidable
but often prevented

Exercise. Keep myself busy 
to the point where I don't 
have time to think about 
death or life. Engage in 

relationships. Try to enjoy 
the moments of joy I do 
feel, even in the small 

things like eating breakfast 
or seeing an animal.

Living life as much
as I can every day 

and treasuring 
the relationships I
have with people

All of those. But, to be honest, I don't think about them 
as "to avoid death" but mostly to live a happier life, the 
best I can - this means not having diseases :) The thing 

is, I have a chronic immune disease (arthritis), and I 
don't think it will kill me, but it can make life harder. So 

I exercise, dance, eat healthily, try not to stress, take 
medication only when needed - always go with a 

natural approach first, sleep and rest well, do therapy, 
and meditate sometimes. I also go to several doctors 

yearly for checkups (general physician, gyno, 
rheumatologist). Now I'm working full time at home 
and at the computer, so I'm forcing myself to go for 

walks, and am thinking about starting ceramics.

I don’t necessarily know if 
my daily routines coincide 
with avoiding death or not 
thinking about it; but I do 

outdoor activities/exercise 
that do make me feel alive. 
Being out in nature is the 

most alive I feel.

I don’t cope for 
my own death or 
others. I just live 

life and enjoy time
with others.

Say yes to almost 
everything. Constantly 

chase adventure. Go big 
and wild, no point in trying 

to calm things down 
because there's one shot at
this, so fuck it and let's go.

Bring with people is the greatest 
excuse. I try to be around people
when I’m not alone and I only try 

to be alone when I read or do 
something that requires focus 
but otherwise I manage to be 

around people and as many as I 
can.

I tried to make the 
moment of dying as 
light as I could for 

relatives and 
friends. To myself 
it's harder to let 

them go.

Surround myself with 
family, friends, animals, a 

positive work environment,
working toward something 

I believe in. Just try to do 
things to make myself 

happy.

I would say believing my 
own idea of what happens 

after death and talking 
about it on the one hand 
other times it helps me to 
completely ignore the fact 

that it exists and think 
about other things

The inescapable
depth of the 
universe and 
knowing how 

big everything is

I become a little giggly. 
Sometimes I makes jokes. (Not 

about the person) I talk a lot 
about it. And then I start to 

Remember and think it about 
them. I like to write down things 

that people have said. Like 
specific phrases. Visit the graves

Praying

call it a day at work (nobody ever
regretted not working more), 

sometimes work out more so i 
live a hopefully longer and 

healthier life, urge e.g. friends to 
stop smoking/give up unhealthy 
habits :), go outside more, spend 

time off screens!

love

religion

say yes

drugs

How would you 
describe your personal
relationship to death?

Quite small, 
really. But also

part of 
something 

larger.

curious to 
hear others

thoughts 
on it

Great. My anxieties about 
death are fairly my own. It 
occupies only an anxious 

space in my thoughts. 
Otherwise I am not 

uncomfortable talking 
about death or with a 
bereaved person. It's 

weirdly part of my job.

Afraid, uncomfortable, 
anxious. About myself, 
talking about the death

of others makes me 
feel sad but doesn't 

trigger the same level 
of negative response

Conscious Grounded
Very 

present

Verdrängen

depends, if it seems rather far 
away then it'd say it makes me 
feel calm in a way, because one 
acknowlages it will happen at 

some point, but it is more 
difficult if death is an immediate 
reality in someone's life, then I 

become more anxious since I am
afraid of saying the wrong things

curious 
and a bit

sad

Ok

Naive

Nostalgic - makes 
me miss the 

people who’ve 
passed because I 
think about them 

consciously

Depends on the 
situation, can be

everything 
between scary 

and helpful

I'm am fine talking 
about it and i think it

helps to accept it, 
however it is still 

hard when talking a 
about somebody 

you know.
If it happens 
around me, I 
prefer to talk 

about it and list to
my inner feelings 

about that.

Indifferent

Depends on the context. But 
talking about other people dying 

makes me sad and scared 
because since I haven‘t had 
someone really close to me 

dying I don‘t really know what it 
will feel like and how I will be 
able to handle the situation.

It depends on the situation: Whose death
is at hand and maybe even in which way 
a person has died or will die. Personally, I
have more trouble thinking about how it 

is when my parents are no longer 
around, as well as what happens once 

my grandmother passes away.  The 
death of friends is hardly discussed in my

social environment, since it is probably 
not so "common" for this age.

Fine, it's just 
interesting to take 

the time to find 
words to describe 

how I feel about it. It
doesn't usually 

happens

Involved
with itSometimes 

uncomfortable. 
It’s hard to know
the right things 

to say.

Uncomfortable, 
but okay

Pensive 
and 

distant

Very different things, 
depending of my state of 
mind and the people I’m 

talking with. But usually my
talking partners and me 
are on common peaceful 

ground about it.

Emotional, 
sometimes 

uncomfortable like i 
don't have the right 
words to describe 

what I mean

Contemplative

normal - 
untriggering.

No specific 
emotions coming 

up (used to be 
different; anxious,

unimportant, 
small)

conscious about
the importance 
of enjoying each
moment of our 

life

I can't 
come to 

terms with 
this

uncomfortable but good at the 
same time - always creates a 
little anxiousness, but is also 

comforting to 'talk' about it and 
see that everyone inevitably 

finds themselves in life situations
involving the death of loved ones

and eventually (probably) your 
own death

connected,
sad, 

humble

Strong, 
empowered,

heard

Contemplative

I don’t 
mind 

talking 
about it

uncertain

Anxious, 
uncertain and 

feels like a 
taboo subject

Uncomfortable.

it's fine. it's a 
biological 

process that 
makes me cry.

Okay. 
Empathetic.

Better if it‘s my own,
because it helps 
with the fear, but 
scared if it‘s about 

the death of people I
love

Reflective, 
contemplative, 

but also 
somewhat 

aloof/distant/diss
ociated

Uncomfortable

uncomfortable, 
because I avoid 
thinking people 

that are important
to me could die

SecureUsually a 
little More 
at peace 

with it

It reminds me of 
what really matters 

since every day 
could be your last 
and without this 
thought you start 

"wasting" days.

How does talking
about death 

make you feel?

uncomfortable

uncertain

avoidance/denial

present, groundedcontemplative

ok

good!

sad

curious

anxious

HumanIt’s 
important 
and part of 

life

Grateful and thankful for 
the life I have, conscious of 

how my time is spent, 
aware of the 

meaninglessness of some 
aspects of life we can feel 
are important like working 

too much

I’m the 
moment I feel 
ok. But when 

I’m alone it can
make me sad.

Indifferent. I am 
open to the 

conversation and 
find my opinion 

changes the more
I talk about it

It makes be 
appreciative of 
the time I have 

with people and 
experiences I love

It makes me feel better and 
more aware of how the world 

operates and the natural 
tendencies of life. We don’t talk 
about it enough as a society so 

talking with friends, strangers, or
family helps make it more 
livable. I also feel closer to 

people when we can engage in a 
conversation about it and be 

vulnerable together

Bad. I took a course in 
undergrad on the history of
death and we talked about 

how it should be a good 
thing we openly discuss but

havin been through it it 
sucks and nothing makes 

that better.

I wonder if I’ll 
make to Heaven 
at times because 
of my negative 

thoughts

it makes me feel uncertain but also relieved in a way. 
as someone with a mental illness and has someone 

who has experienced suicidal ideation and 
understands how severe mental illness (and more 

importantly, lack of systemic adequate care for 
mentally ill and disabled people) can lead to feeling like
wanting to end one's life to rid of the suffering, i think i 

also find some peace in talking about death. and i 
recognize how the way (ableist) society is currently 

shaped, can discard people into the margins and make 
people feel like their lives are not "worth" living.

Like I don’t 
really know
how I feel 

about it yet

wistful, 
sad, 

anxious

melancholy

talking about it
is easier than 
being with my 
own thoughts 

about it

I do research related to 
death so often I feel pretty 

disconnected from it. When
I talk about it in more 

personal ways, I also feel 
pretty detached from it

I think it's a really interesting topic. I have
been fortunate enough to have 

somewhat minimal exposure to death 
which leaves my emotional state 

somewhat stable around this topic. In the
sense that I do not become immediately 

activated so I can remain engaged 
without becoming dysregulated. I am a 
therapist so I speak about people who 

are on various stages of their grief 
journey so I would saw genuine interest 
and empathy are the primary feelings 

evoked.

Good!

Introspective

I feel complicated. 
Although death in itself 

is not scary, but the 
experience leading up 
to death can be filled 

with some very strong 
and silent emotions.

Totally fine - though 
perhaps because it doesn't 

trigger any memories of 
those close to me who 

have died - I imagine in that
case it would be very 

different. Currently it feels 
very hypothetical

Bad Normal, ist
helps top 
cope with

Uncomfortable
and anxious

It makes me feel a 
sense od existential 

dread but at the same 
time it is vaguely 

comforting knowing 
that it is a shared 

experience with others

It makes me 
emotional, not
necessarily sad
but heightens 

emotions

I’m 
comfortable 

talking 
about death

Death is normalized 
in some ways in 

Jewish culture, so I 
can speak and joke 

about death fine

Not bad in particular. It 
intrigues me and the 

thought of it makes me
want to do as much as 
possible with the time 

we have

Good. Talking and
sharing and 
reflecting on 

things takes away 
the power of 
abstract fear

shifts my 
perspective 

towards the way I 
live and treat 

myself and people

Calm

Depends 
who it’s 

about, but 
sad

Uncomfortable 
when it isn’t near, 
but it helps to talk 

about certain 
aspects of it with 

loved ones when it 
comes closer

Numb

It makes me reflect on the 
matter of death. Reminds me of 

the ones who have past. 
Sometimes makes me sad but 
also makes me happy as I can 

recall the people and the 
happiness that they brought to 
earth. But also hope because I 

hope that the people who 
suffered can now rest.

Scared, 
aware, 
denial

sentimental, 
emotional, 
makes me 

cling onto my 
loved ones

not suredetached

appreciative

Figure 26 Answers to question 2d

Figure 27 Answers to question 2i

Figure 28 
Answers to 
question 2j
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Meets Death

How did the ritual you 
attended make you 

feel? (e.g. comforted, 
lonely etc.)

I've been to a few. The ones
I attended as a child made 
me feel anxious, sad. One I 
attended a few years ago 
made me feel comforted, 
grateful I was still here.

felt a 
strong 

sense of 
community

Depends on who 
it was. Distanced 

is perhaps the 
best term for it: 

like it wasn't mine.

It felt surreal to 
me, but I was 

glad to see my 
family members

feel comfort.

Very 
sad

Most funerals have made 
feel a little lonely.The 

funeral of my grandfather 
turned into a celebration of
life, which was comforting 

and had a sense of 
community to it.

Humbled

Sehr oft erfüllt von 
der persönlichen 

Gestaltung die dem 
Verstorbenen, der 
Verstorbenen zur 

Ehre wurde

bored

Comforted. My fathers 
death ritual was fine 
according to Jewish 

tradition: burial within 24 
hours, Shiva for one week, 
return to the grave after 
one month and after one 

year

Sad, 
disconnected, 
uncomfortable

Awkward and sad.
But connected to 

the people 
around me - less 
lonely in my grief

Different each time. When 
someone old dies I think it 

can be really nice and 
comforting. When 

someone young dies it 
might be comforting but it’s

mainly really sad

Sad and i 
couldn't 

stop crying

Ich fand es immer 
sehr hilfreich! Man 
kann sich seinen 
Gefühlen nähern 
und diese in der 

Gemeinschaft teilen

Aware of 
my 

mortality.

My grandmother was very 
sick so I was relieved when 

she died (since her pain 
ended). So her funeral was 
more to celebrate her life 

than to mourn her death. I 
enjoyed talking about her 

and her life and felt at 
piece with her death.

It was my grandfathers. I felt weird for 
many reasons. First: it was a traditional 
Jewish burial at the request of my uncle 
but my grandfather was not a man of 
faith. He was Jewish by blood but lived 

life as a complete atheist. Second: he had
lived with Alzheimer’s for a decade 

before he passed. During his final years 
he did not remember anyones names or 

faces. In a way, I had a decade to 
gradually grieve and process my 

emotions so when he did pass, it felt final
but undramatic.

Most of the time I felt practically 
all kinds of emotions. On the one

hand, sadness, a certain 
heaviness, but then also a lot of 

joy and, above all, gratitude. 
Gratitude for the hours and 

experiences that I was able to 
share with the deceased, as well 
as for the knowledge that I was 

able to gain from them.

Sad! I always find funerals 
(at least christian's ones) 

very very gloomy and sad. 
There's something about 
the overall stone, in the 

church, and the cemetery. 
Very compact and cold

Respectful

Sad

extremely
pained

I'm not a fan of 
these rituals. I 

rather just let it go 
and try to limit my 
memories of the 
person as being 

dead.

I don’t really know 
tbh. Funerals usually
sad but celebrations
of life are often the 

perfect mix to grieve
and see the good in 

things.

Sad but supported. 
Grateful for the 

person that I knew 
and lost but even 
more so for the 

people still around

Like the speaker was trying 
to convert me to 

Christianity by speaking for 
a long time about how only

believers of Christ enter 
heaven. It did nothing for 

my grieving.

Traumatizing because I 
was very young and 

confronted with a lot of
sadness around me 

and my own mortality 
for the first time.

sad, 
uncomfortable, 
disconnected

very sad and 
uncomfortable, having to 
show all emotions in front 

of 'strangers'/'family- 
strangers' was so awkward 
to me, but at the same time

it helped the grieving 
process

comforted, 
sad, 

overwhelmed, 
thankfulSome where depressing because

of the silence you have to keep 
and a lot of phrases wich where 
quiet impersonal. On the other 
hand, if relatives have a certain 

idea about how the funerals 
should look like it can be 

something magical to experience

Distant, 
estranged

Celebration of life 
was comforting and 
supportive. Funeral 
was dark and sad. 
Memorial service 

was isolating.

sad, since its a 
heavy and sad 
atmosphere. 

although i also like 
the fact, that loving 
ones care about the 

decedent.

It was different for each 
service I attended. If the 

death was unexpected and 
young, the atmosphere 

was tragic and sorrowful. 
Whereas, if the death was 
anticipated and peaceful 

death, I experienced 
comfort and peace

Extremely 
uncomfortable; 

observed; judged. 
But the first stage 

of grief

it is what it 
is. like a 
church 
service.

It was 
heavy and 

heart 
breaking

Sad, but 
comforted,

too

Very sad, but 
also very 

numb. I think I 
was a bit 

dissociated.

Uncomfortable

It was a high school 
acquaintance funereal. 
I felt sadness but also a

sense of 
community/not lonely 

as we came together to
honor her life.

Comforted in 
collective grief 

and 
celebration of 

life

For me it was a way to pay 
my respect. However, it 
didn't help me process 

anything. The mourning 
process and the process of 

letting go I had to do by 
myself, without all these 

people around.

uncomfortable
sad

heavy

comforted

respect(ful)

mortality awareness

community

very much both!

helpfulmixed emotions

dislike

celebration of life
vs. rest

Sad
Depressed, 

dark

Emotional, 
like the 

happy tears
type

Mixed 
feelings, all 

of those 
feelings.

It made me feel 
lucky. But also made
me recognize what I 
would want others 

to do if I passed 
away

Comforted, 
grateful and 

very connected 
to everyone 

there

Extremely 
sad and also
a bit numb 
and stuck

Sad

Comforted by 
knowing this 

person believes 
in God our 

Creator

i have attended celebration
of lifes too, i just didn't get 

a chance to click the others!
attending the rituals made 

me feel a deep sense of 
loss but also like there 
could be some kind of 
closure in this chapter.

Disconnected
to relatives 

but also 
comforting

comforting 
when done well,
empty/unfulfille

d when done 
poorly

worse

Depends on 
the situation. 

Mainly sad 
and anxious

Connected to family,
connected to 

tradition, 
introspective, joyous

(for the 
connections), like 
life went on pause

The one for my grandma made 
me feel sad for my dad and the 
one for my friend made me feel 
sad about seeing so many young 

people in so much emotional 
agony that I had initially 

conceptualized as a step older 
folks go through. Largest 
sadness was watching his 

brothers and primarily his dad at
the service.

Missing the
deceased 
and lonely

It was cold. For 
my 

grandparents it 
was expected 
but still sad.

It felt somewhat 
cold and isolating.
A somber event. 

Almost a little 
performative at 

times

It was generally a very somber affair - I attended for a 
few of my friends' parents, it was sad. While I wasn't 
close with the parents and didnt feel sad that they 

were dead, I looked at the sadness of the family of the 
people who's mother had passed, and had for the first 

time imagined what it would be like if my siblings 
passed, and got quite sad and started to cry. Also I 

remember feeling like if you WERN'T crying, like you 
were kindof heartless. Like you should cry, and then I 
felt proud that I was crying because it showed I cared. 

That may be weird but tbh that's what I remember 
feeling.

Very 
sad

Felt integrated 
in the 

Community 
who

Comforted by group of 
people coming together to 

share experience. Big 
difference for more 

eexpected deaths vs those 
that were more suprising

The funerals I have attended 
made me feel sad and somber. 

The memorial services I've 
attended are also somber but 

somehow feel more like a 
respectful situation. The 

celebration of life I attended was 
mixed. Very sad because it was 

someone close to me, and many 
emotions. A mix of comfort and 

sadness and grief.

It was sad, the funerals 
I have been to have 
had few attendees 

because those people 
didn’t build 

relationships and had 
very few attendees

comforted 
and sad

I find myself both 
comforted and sad by 

funerals, as they are a sad 
affair but having people 
that loved the person all 
come together and share 

stories about them is 
beautiful.

Sad

Sad, but not 
lonely. It 

meant a lot of 
people coming

together

Alone, 
misunderstoof

Very comforting and
it felt like being with 
my own family when
I was around friends
with whom I shared 

the love for the 
friend I lost

often it was done 
very distantly, not 
what I'd expect. 

Rituals with others 
besides the funeral 

were missing

It made me feel sad and lonely. It 
wouldn’t let me choose multiple above. 
Celebrations of life often are a time for 
grieving, but then bring together loved 

ones to celebrate. Funerals and 
memorials are often just sad and are for 
the people who have been left behind. 

Celebrations I think are what the 
deceased would prefer and is about 

celebrating them.

It feels in a way comforting, 
knowing you are not alone in 

your grief especially when there 
are many people there. On the 
other hand it sometimes feels a 

bit odd as not everyone is 
related in the same way and all 

grief looks different but that 
might feel weird on those events 

where everyone mourns 
together

weird I guess-
it felt sad but 
also deeply 
impersonal

(I attended all options couldn’t select all 
of them) The classic funeral in a religious 
setting sadly was never very positive for 
me. Because the way that was spoken 

about death was not a positive thing and 
more a “you are free of your sins” type of 

speech. What I always like are Religion 
free services they are very comforting 

and make you less scared of death. I feel 
like there is more respect for the person 

and joy about them

comforted, part of
a bigger thing 
than myself, 

appreciative of 
the person we lost

lonely & distant

SAD AND 
COMFORTED!

Can you describe the 'visual identity'
of the ritual that you attended?  
For example: what colours were 

dominant, where was it, what kind 
of decoration was there, what did 

people wear? People wore 
black. Formal 
wear. Big airy 
church hall, 

stale air.

white colours, it 
was in summer so

people wore 
colourful or light 
summer clothing

For the most part, people work dark 
colours but this was not necessarily a 

pre- condition. The fact is it changes: as 
the body is in vigil, and as people gather 
for novena, it is not necessarily expected 

to wear dark colours. Especially in the 
context of the vigil, people usually come 
as they are: you see a lot of office wear. 

On the other hand, the church and burial
are often more dark in tones. Flowers are
often white. Pungent. Open- caskets often

display a very religious looking body. 
Vigils have always felt clinical. The space 

is often white lit.

It was in the backyard of my 
uncle/aunts house in the country

on Vancouver Island. Lots of 
green, surrounded by nature 

and trees, the decorations were 
white for the most part. After 
dark lots of coloured lights. It 
was disco themed so people 

were dressed accordingly, flared 
parts, silk, gaudy jewelery.

The colors 
were black
and gray

The ceremony was at an old barn, where 
my grandfather had worked most of his 

life. The barn had been cleaned and 
turned into a place of gathering. We 
decorated the long tables with  pine 

branches from surrounding forests and 
placed white candles on the long table. At

the chapel, everything had been black 
and white but the barn was warm with 

earth tones: wooden benches and chairs,
wool blankets, old tools and pictures on 

the walls.

People wore black, it 
was in an old building 

that I assume had 
religious uses, very 

traditional. They played
her favourite music.

Meist schwarze 
Trauerkleidung Einige 
Male bunt auf Wunsch 

der Verstorbenen 
Persönliche Gestaltung 
mit Texten und Musik 

Blumen

black clothes, color was
in the flower bouquets 

and floral rings with 
ribbons and "old 
school" lettering, 
overall it seemed 

orderly/geometrical

Black shick clothes in 
funerals, with folwers an 

sweets and other stuff for 
guests. Place: starting from 

the grave yard and then 
continuing in a big haal of a

mosque or resturant.

Religious burial and then 
completely securely social 
gathering - open house for 

one week. Cakes, food, 
alcoholic drinks. Laughter 
and story telling but also 
contemplative moments

Sad and dark - 
grey and black, 
white flowers. 
Would prefer 
brighter and 
livelier things

Black in clothes.. One 
funeral had amazing 

flowers, all in pink and 
lavender. I loved that 
as it was somehow 
representing life…

Mostly black or 
greyish colours. 
Nothing happy 
except for the 

flowers...

Das war sehr unterschiedlich! Teilweise in
der Kirche und typisch mit schwarz 

gekleideten Menschen. Auch mal als 
Abschiedsfest, bei der alle in bunt waren 

und fröhlich in Gedanken an die Tote 
sein sollten. Aber auch da haben wir 

gemeinsam geweint, was sehr befreiend 
war. Dann bei Asche Verstreuung mit 

sehr persönlichem Gedenken. Black 
and 

somber

Everyone wore black and it 
was in general a very 
„normal“ version of a 

german funeral. But the 
special thing was the 

finnish female pastor (?) 
because my family has a 

close relationship to finland
and we travel there a lot.

Black, men wore a 
kippah. It was in the 

suburbs. It was a 
beautiful sunny day 

which everyone 
remarked.

Since my grandmother loved to 
play golf, the funeral or the 

abdication took place at the golf 
club. This is a beautiful building 
surrounded by greenery and a 
beautiful view of Lake Zurich. 

Since my grandmother's favorite 
color was light blue, this was 

taken into consideration in terms
of flowers, etc.

Color for people's clothing was definetely
black garments, and mainly elegant as a 

tone. Dress shirts, long dresses. Everyone
celebrates the past "life" of someone at a

funeral, so there's some kind of 
disappearance in the unique style of each

person there. Funerals were mostly in 
churches, christian church. Decoration is 

usually a picture of the person gone, 
surrounded by flowers, and the coffin 
behind. flowers are usually also white, 

pale, colors are not really welcome I feel 
like

Flowers,
people 
in black

Many 
people wore
black, it was 
at a church.

At an orthodox 
church. Don’t 

really remember 
decoration, 

flowers from 
loved ones

Regular clothing, 
but darker and 

brownish tones, 
lots of wood, 
candles etc.

At funerals obviously a lot 
of black. At ceremonies of 
life there was a lot of dark 

blue, white and black to still
show its a funeral but the 
other clolors made  it less 
serious and more hopeful. 

And in every case many 
many white flowers.

Black clothing, 
flowers, a 

photo of the 
deceased

Most people wore black 
and masks, it was well lit in 

a church with pews, and 
there were some flowers at

the entrance and a large 
photo of my grandfather at
the front with a slideshow 

of photos

black and white were dominant 
colours, a part from the flowers. 

It was in a church, a funeral 
house and ‘parade’ outside in the
street. People usually wore black

clothes, tuxedos and dresses, 
with covered shoulders (very 

catholic oriented)

visually compliant black, 
that's fine. I only regret the 
rigid legislation in Germany

as far as the rules in the 
communities are 

concerned and the high 
costs caused by the 
undertaker "cartel".

black, 
silent, 

sad, guilty

people wore black and dressed nicely, but the flower 
arrangements were pretty colourful and not so 

traditional (sunflowers, pinks and colours the deceased
person wore and liked). Also the tombstone design fit 

with the deceased's personality (it also had the 
obligatory christian cross, without the corpse though. 
christian symbols were present, but not overpowering 

everything else). in general, stones played an important
role thinking back. some people put additional little 

stones onto the grave that seemed to represent 
something for them, some shaped like hearts. candles 
were also an important feature. the funeral took place 

outside in a small graveyard, the ceremony was in a 
small, quite old protestant church.

Black clothes, 
flowers wich where 

the only “happy” 
thing in a room, a 

picture of the dead 
individual, candles

Beige walls, 
white roofs, 

black clothing, 
wooden casket

Celebration of life was 
at his former home. No
decorations and people
wore everyday clothes. 
They did have snacks 

and beverages though, 
that was nice.

My first 
association with 

these rituals 
must be heavy 

and black.

In our culture, 
there are no 
one colour 
associated 
with death.

in some churches, everything is 
quite bland and bleached with 

natural tones. in other churches 
there's a lot of sensations and 

art and visuals and liturgy. 
people wear clothes that 

represent the person who died --
not black. red, bright colours etc,

are all fine.

Dominant colour was black,
people were wearing black 
or at least dark colours, it 

was at a chapel near a 
cemetery, flowers as 

decoration and a 
photograph of the 

deceased

It was a classic German evangelical 
funeral in a church. Most people wore 
black. I remember the light inside the 

church being beautiful. I remember the 
slightly golden color of the wood inside 

the church. I remember the flowers. All in
all, it felt simple in a good way, but also a 

bit staid and stuffy. Music was also 
performed, which was beautiful and very 

important in my opinion.

They were too 
Christian, too 

heavy, too many
people, not 

personal at all.

It was a large old dark 
church, dark browns, 

details of gold, velvet red. 
Rows and rows of seat with

the back of the seats 
having a pull out section to 

kneel on. Lots of black 
worn in softer materials.

We had my gradpas 
favourite kinds of 
flowers and warm 

Light. A happy 
picture of him 

otherwise rather 
minimalistic

People wore dark clothes. The 
flowers were colourful. I think it 

shouldn't be all black. It's sad 
enough already and if someone 

has to wear black to express 
their feelings, thats fine, but it 

shouldn't be a rule that you have
to wear black/dark colours.

black

flowers 
(only colour)

 
warm light

celebration of life
vs. funeral

other cultures

music

Candle 
yellow, 
black, 

darkblue

Grey, brown - no 
decorations. Simple,

minimalistic. A 
flower bouquet next

to the urn. People 
wore black

No set colors, 
formal/casual dress,
no Hawaiian shirts. 

It was in a hotel 
events space 

overlooking the 
water.

Black, 
always 

good, lots 
of booze.

Typical black dark 
colours. I attended a
celebration of life on
a ski hill which was 

vibrant and fun

There wasn’t any 
decoration at the one I am 
thinking of, it was on the 
beach with just a photo 

booklet and casual and fun 
clothes to celebrate a guy 

who liked fun clothes

It was in a chapel attached to a 
school he was a big part of in the

community. It was only the 
immediate people living with him
at the time - only 6 of us and we 
wore black / formal wear. Lots of 
flowers (that cost the widow far 
too much money) and white and 

black.

In Judaism funerals are mostly held at the
grave side, the coffin is lowered down 
and the family puts the dirt onto the 

coffin with the back of the shovel. The 
other attendees then help. Afterwards 

there are some prayers. The immediate 
family also wears a black pin with fabric 

that gets ripped to symbolize the sadness
of the moment (you’re so sad you tear 

your clothes). For a child losing a parent 
you wear the pin over your heart.

No decorations  
People of the 

deceased wore 
black and it’s for

a year.

for my friend's funeral at a funeral home:
- black, everyone wearing dark colours, 
for my professor's celebration of life, 

people wore dark colours overall but it 
was also more varied, and it was held at 

vancouver's van dusen gardens in a room
with large glass windows so we could see
the beautiful gardens outside, and here i 
think there were some flowers, and also 

at the front there was a table with photos
of my professor and his husband, as well 

as a prestigious textbook that he 
contributed to. i liked this, like really 

showing things for celebrating his life.

Black all the 
way, some 

colorful 
flowers

Grandma's 
celebration of life: in
a fancy manor, dark 

wood, black 
clothing, 

classic/classy decor, 
somber

Black and white are dominant 
colors, white candles. It’s very 

conservative decoration - rather 
generic, not much 

personalisation for the deceased
besides maybe a photo of the 

person being displayed. People 
dress modestly in black or dark 

colors

Black and 
white, in a 
synagogue, 

pretty ornate 
stuff

Black, subdued, soft,
respectful. All the 
outfits and design 

were focused on not
drawing attention to

oneself but rather 
the event,

Mourning
dress 
code

Mormon church, people wore formal wear that was 
mostly black and white.  

Flowers, hymns, and usually snow reflecting a sort of 
uncomfortable bright clinics light in the chapel. Open 

casket. Smelt like homemade food for the supper after.
Taste of salt from tears.  

Pictures of their life. At my grandmas I remember being
so surprised by how young she looked in her wedding 
photos, which I had never seen. She was beautiful and 

so funny in these photos from 65 years previous… 
probably my fav part of funeral was the photos and 

stories.

It was typical 
themes, dark 

monochromatic 
colours. People 
wearing black.

Very black, dark 
woods, heavy cloth 
textures, brass and 

gold metals. 
generally very heavy

religious vibe.

Brown, 
black, 

white, red

Colourful,in 
church or on a 
ship, flowers, 
signs of love

Black, person's 
favourite flowers, 
lots of photos at 

drinks afterwards 
with many colours

Funeral- black. 
Memorial service- 

black and grey. 
Celebration of life- 

semi formal to 
casual wear. I wore 

a red jacket.

Black, lace, 
flowers 

(juxtaposition 
with life which I 
found beautiful)

In Brazil: people went in regular clothes, and the place, 
as far as I remember, had blue shades, white fabrics, 

and flowers. It was a very simple place, not much 
there.  In Switzerland, it was the cemetery "event" 

place. Very minimalist, with flowers and candles. Wood 
textures, gray and white color. It was very... sober. Nor 
sad nor happy. The main room had a huge glass wall, 

to the cemetery "garden". So it was pleasant in this 
sense, to have green and see nature. I don't remember 

the clothes, but I think black, dark colors. Nothing 
crazy, just everyday clothes.

People 
wore black,
there were 

flowers.

Things were pale, it was 
remarkably clean. Things seems 
to be muted. And, people wore 
good clothing to be respectful. 

One was in a clubhouse of sorts, 
another was in a funeral home. 

There was another in a 
community hall. Warm light was 

a shared factor.

Unfortunately, 
dark/black

Black, 
winter, 

snow and 
rain, cold

Black and white and 
orange. White Candles and 
flowers, black shirts, and 

orange flames! It was held 
under a gazebo at English 
Bay, the exact same spot 
we performed with the 

friend we lost.

mostly 
black, some 
white, many 

flowers

I’ve been to a couple different ones. The majority have 
been in churches, which make me feel uncomfortable 

to begin with. Lots of browns and dark colors from 
stained glass, statues and art of people mourning 
Jesus, etc. Weird photos trying to show a person at 
their best rather than who they really are. Beautiful 
flower arrangements on sterile things, like a metal 
stand. Lots of black, lots of formal wear. I went to a 

memorial on a boat where they spread the ashes in the
water. This was in nature and felt more natural, where 

people should be celebrated. More bright colors, no 
formal wear, just casual clothing to stay warm.

People wore mostly 
dark clothes, roses 

were always a symbol 
but those were always 
picked by my family, 

colors I would say 
white and brown

Black - flowers /wreaths - 
muted colours- there was 
shadows even though it 
was a summers day- the 

room with the coffin itself 
was shadowy

Religious services the 
classic black, cold buildings.

The religious free 
ceremonies people also 

wore black but there where
also lots of colors. Brighter 
rooms, services outside in 

the sun with colorful 
flowers and happy music

churches or chapels 
mostly. white flowers, 

colorful flowers, 
browns/beiges/whites/blac
ks, people did mostly wear 
black. "banners" e.g. on the
flowers and images of the 

person we lost

B.2 Death rituals and 

their design

Figure 29 Answers to question 3b

Figure 30 Answers to question 3c
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Social Design

Condolence
cards = 

black and 
white

religious
colour / 
warmth 
unusual

Select 3 condolence 
card designs, that you 
have come across the 

most:

I always wanted to send whoever was tasked with 
spreading my ashes on a wild, globetrotting adventure 
to all the places I've lived, but I'm aware that is insane 

and it won't make any difference to me anyway.  
The idea of being shot into space, or having my ashes 
forged into a ceremonial sword of some sort has also 

crossed my mind, but I'm fairly certain I won't have the 
cash to blow on such extravagances (and my inheritors 

would be well in their rights to use the money to, I 
don't know, pay off their mortgage or something). 

So I'll stick with getting my ashes scattered by the sea 
somewhere, and maybe they could name a tree after 
me or something. I would like some physical marker, 

that is for sure. Somewhere people years from now can
go and ponder.

a celebration of 
life with my 

friends and family
and anyone else 

who wants to join

Whatever is easiest. I think rather 
selfishly that it's rather selfish to have a 
long list of wishes once you die. Those 

around you will be grieving and whatever
is easiest and best for them is what I 

want. I will be gone and don't believe I 
will know what happens after. I rather 
they honor what they need than what I 

may think I want.

I'm not 
sure that

I do.

With a 
huge 

funeral

I hope those who 
care will think of a 

happy memory with 
me and find comfort
in it.Ceremony or no

ceremony.

A music- led ritual celebration, lots of 
dancing and music, and I'd like to be 

buried with a seed which grows into a 
tree, which loves ones can visit. 

Potentially one ceremony for my family 
members who need a more traditional 

space to grieve, and another for my 
friends who would be more open to 

spiritual ritual acts of celebration and 
expressions of grief.

Lieblings Symphonie
von J. Haydn Erd 

Bestattung Blumen 
auf meinem Grab 

Und Kerzen

When I am dead, I would like to 
be "buried" in "Friedwald", a 

forest- graveyard. As a funeral it 
would be nice if people got 

together, to support each other, 
talk about our collective 

experiences, where nostalgia 
and sadness but also laughter 
and gratitude have their place.

In ease for me 
with minimum 

trouble and 
affect for 
others.

According to Jewish ritual with the social 
event. Jews are always buried and not 

cremated. I think I would like to be 
cremated. I am sure though that I would 

like my life to be celebrated and not 
mourned over. I would like “Is that all 
there is?” By Peggy Lee to be played at 
my funeral and maybe Rolling Stones 

“you can’t always get what you want” with
choir!!!

Celebration of life.
Colours. 

Cremated and 
ashes spread 

somewhere nice 
and in nature

It depends…. For sure 
with colorful flowers 

and a card with a photo
of me where I am 

happy and enjoy life. I 
hope it will not happen 

in the near future…

I'd like people to 
celebrate my life, 

their relationships 
they had with me 

and know i'll still be 
there in their heart 

<3

Ich freue mich, wenn alle 
Menschen, die mir wichtig sind 
zusammen kommen und das 
Leben feiern, an mich denken 
und viele lustige Geschichten 

über mich erzählen, lachen und 
weinen. Und dann das Leben 

weiter in vollen Zügen genießen!

Without 
fuss or 

ceremony.

I want it to be a celebration of 
me and my life and I want as 

many people there as possible. If
I die of an unexpected or sudden

death I want my family and 
friends to decide what concept is
best for them and their healing 

process/grief.

I don’t care. I am gone. I 
won’t know. Whatever way 
my children think I would 

like, and whatever can 
bring them the most peace.

I want them to say “this 
would have made mom 
happy”…whatever THEY 

think that is.

A small ceremony would be nice 
to give participants a short time 
to themselves. I do not want to 

go to a normal grave, if so then a
communal grave (meadow) or in 

the forest. Afterwards, there 
should definitely be a nice, joy- 
filled party to celebrate life and 

toast to it.

I honestly
have no 

clue

I don’t 
know 

yet

A celebration 
of life, and I 
would like to 
be cremated

Some happy 
celebration of 

my life. 
Colourful, 

music, food

I wouldn't want an
event. I would like
to mark the end 
of my life with 

nothing, just like 
death.

Have everyone have a giant
party with stuff I would’ve 

liked in it. Like specific 
songs, drinks or locations I 
would’ve enjoyed. I want 

people to cry a mix of 
happy and sad tears.

With colour and life. I'd like 
for some live music and 
films to be shown. For 

people to remember and 
live their grief but also to 

feel a deep sense of 
aliveness and gratitude.

Food, drinks, music, a speaker 
who can make jokes and people 
feeling free to express what they 
need to in the grieving process 

(crying, sharing stories, dancing, 
etc) but not sitting in rows and 

watching other people cry at the 
front.

I would like there to be a 
celebration of my life with 

my family and as many 
friends that could be there.
As for my body, I would like

it to be cremated and 
scattered in a place that 

means a lot to me.

It won’t be the end just the 
end of it‘s physical form in 

this mortal body. Apart 
from that I‘d like my loved 

ones to share happy 
memories and grieve 

together (but not too long).

a life ceremony, a 
celebration of life 

ending and life 
beginning, full of 

colours and music, co- 
created by my loved 
ones, in the forest

I want my friends 
and family to gather 

and celebrate my 
life, I want to be 

buried in nature , at 
a spot that I liked.

I would like there to be some kind of 
ritual that gives people the opportunity 
to say good bye, to mourn and to move 

on. Fire somehow attracts me as a 
symbol for the body going back to earth, 
changing it's form, so I think I want my 
body to be burnt. I like the idea of not 

leaving so many built traces. This is why I 
can imagine myself being buried under a 

tree (Waldfriedhof).

With colours, flowers and plants, 
happy music wich lead me 

through my life, pictures of my 
adventures, people gathering 

together for longer than just one
ceremony, food and joy. I know 

that it’s much to expect from 
relatives but I believe in it as a 

healing process.

Big party, 
then 

requiescence

Celebration of life.
I’d like to be 

cremated and 
have my ashes 
spread in the 

ocean

with a big party. I would 
enjoy most, that my loved 
ones gather around and 
adopt me in a respectful 

but not too sad manner. I 
would like to make people 

laugh - even on my funeral -
since I enjoy that a lot.

Celebrate 
and 

remembered

My 
ashes in 
nature

no idea. it's not for 
me, really, it's for 

the people left 
behind. regardless, i 

want little money 
spent. money is for 

the living.

I want to have a party, a 
celebration of life, where my 

friends get drunk and talk about 
their memories with me. And, 
this is kinda weird, I want the 

guests to arrive in black 
Cadillacs, I don’t know why, but I 

like the picture of many many 
black Cadillacs outside my 

funeral.

I would like to be cremated, and I think I would like my ashes to be scattered in the 
wind by the ocean, during the late afternoon when the light is golden. I was to 

disappear into light and water. 
I want the ceremony that marks my death to bring together as many of my loved 
ones as possible. As such, I want it to be in a bright, natural, soothing location so 

that people feel comfortable being in the space. Preferably I’d want it to occur 
outside. I’m not sure what kind of ceremony I’d want it to be. I like the idea of a 

celebration of life, but I also don’t want people to feel pressured into being happy 
when they actually just need to be sad. All in all, the most important thing is that 

the ceremony is organized such that the attendees feel encouraged to speak with 
each other, to tell stories and reminisce. The atmosphere should be as convivial as 

possible without feeling forced. I’m not sure how to best achieve that, though.

Just being 
in the mind

of my 
beloved

I don’t really want it to be 
marked in anyway. I just 

want the people closest to 
me to feel the least amount

of sadness and for me to 
get lost in the ibis of all the 

other deaths that occur. 
The thought of being 

forgotten is comforting.

Id like to be at 
peace with people

and for them to 
celebrate and 

honour the life ive
lived

It's difficult to say now, because I
still see myself far far away from 
that point. I think now I should 
talk to the people I want to be 
comforted by this. When I'm 

gone, it's not about me anymore.
It's about my wife, my family and
my loved ones who have to cope 

with it.

I think I would want to have money put 
aside to commission some works of  

music to be written and performed by 
people from my life, I’d want  people to 

share stories about our life together. 
Would be nice, if I  have any money when
I die, to pay for everyone to go stay for a 
weekend  somewhere chill but holiday 

like, like on an island close by in Bc  
during the summer. I’m thinking like fun 

outdoor wedding in beautiful  nature 
vibes.

When you pass away, 
how would you like to 
mark the end of your 

life?

nature

big party /
celebration of life

no clue

nothing

music

funeral

not about me

I would love to be formed 
in many little gemstones to 

be handed to my loved 
ones. A part of my ash 
should be released in 

nature and I want my loved
ones to light flying candles 

with their favourite 
memory we had together.

In nature,
calm 

peaceful

A massive massive 
party! Bury me 

under a forest so my
body can decay with

the leaves and 
provide life for 
something else!

An event with 
laughing and 

memories and 
drinks at a fun 

location

I’d like for 
everyone to 

have a big party 
and hopefully 
laugh together

Celebration of 
life with music 

and close 
friends / family

I like the Jewish rituals - they feel 
like they aren’t too over the top 
but still have meaning for the 
people attending. Something I 

like is that people put a rock on 
the grave of the person - it’s nice 
to go back to the cemetery and 
see all the rocks on the graves 

and see all the people who came
to leave a rock.

i would like for people to be by the ocean, and i would 
like for a large part of the celebration to be in 

mandarin and not in english, and i would want people 
to donate to mentally ill initiatives of my choice, and i 
want there to be music. i want people close to me to 
speak, and i want them to speak honestly about me 

and not just the good parts or good things, i hope they 
will represent me in my full humanity best that they 
can, and talk about the ways that i falter. i would like 

for it to be more of a celebration. and i want my mental
illness to be talked about.

Celebrating my
life and 

comforting my
loved ones

big party 
beforehand

people can do 
as they please 

- nothing is 
better

A gathering of 
close friends 

outdoors in my 
home country, a 
simple memorial.

I would like to have a 
funeral where everyone in 
my life can come together 
and hopefully share the 

ways in which I made their 
own lives a bit better. I'd 
probably do a traditional 

jewish burial

Literally speaking, I want my 
friends and family to dictate and 

decide on how they want me 
buried/cremated/etc. etc.. 

Figuratively speaking I just really 
want to not look back on my life 
with regret. I want people to be 
happy that I was a part of their 
life and not distraught that I am 

dying!

A dinner in 
Italy of all my 
friends AND 

family :) in that
order!

When the day comes I want to have 
saved up for a huge party. I want a very 

distinct playlist.  
I want to fly in everyone who is far away 
and bring my whole family together.  I 

want a bottle of scotch poured out in my 
grave. A celebration of life would be the 

best.  
Ideally I hope I leave an impress of a life 

fully lived mentally, physically and 
emotionally.

I would like to be buried in a 
fungus casket and decomposed 

as nutrients for some form of 
botanicals. I would like the 

experience to be peaceful but 
also comforting for my loved 

ones. It’d be nice if there can also
be a little bit of humour added to

the experience.

Happy! Fun! Everyone 
better cry alot, but 

hopefully they remember 
what a good time I was and

how I loved the people in 
my life. I want it to be 

centered around LOVE.

As fast as 
possible for
my family

Hopefully with 
people I leave 
behind who 

can let me Go

Bench 
memorialising 

me somewhere 
with a nice view

A celebration of life, and a 
funeral. I like the sadness a 
funeral can bring. I want to 
play 2 songs at my funeral 
when I die. I don't want to 
be buried. I don't want to 
take up any more space.

A massive 
party to 

celebrate 
my life

I don't know. I think this is for my beloved
ones to decide, they should know what 
would be better for them to cope. Of 

course they will be sad, and being sad is 
part of healing. But maybe they could 

come together and celebrate life, feeling 
grateful that we were part of each other's

life and shared a bit of this world :) I 
would like to donate my organs ofc and 

be cremated.

I’d like my loved 
ones to come 

together in 
celebration, and to 
have a tree planted 

with my death.

It depends highly on who and where I am
at my time of death. I think I would want 
people to exploit my death to take time 

off, to eat, to sleep — and I would have in
writing for everyone’s bosses that I 

request this time to be mandatory and 
not part of any bereavement time and if 
they don’t comply, they are going against 
the wishes of a dead man. I would want 
my death to be a small treat for people/ 
help others — how weird that sounds.

A big fucking party. 
One more bash for 
everyone together. 

Celebrations all 
round, laughter, 

dancing and love. 
Lots of love.

I would like to have part of 
my ashes spread in the 

ocean, to have poetry and 
bright flowers and good 
food - not a depressing 

sombre event where 
everyone feels 
uncomfortable

I would like people to 
remember me somehow 
but it is not only a matter 
of having close friends to 
do that but also leaving 

something after yourself 
and I think that’s what you 
contribute as a human to 

your surroundings.

a festival
at the 
ocean

I’d like it to be outside, I’d like to be made
into a tree and have somewhere my 

family/friends can visit me that isn’t a 
cemetery. Cemeteries are creepy and 

ugly, whereas a forest or something else 
is comforting, healing, and beautiful. I’d 
like to have a celebration of life that’s 

personalized and does not take place in a
stuffy room. I want the people I love to 

be able to grieve if needed, but also 
celebrate our memories together.

In a happy way, more 
music, more color, but I 

also believe it is important 
that the funeral comforts 
the people that are still 
there. So in that way it 

should be more to what 
they want it to be. Which 

can be anything
A celebration - I want 

people to feel comfortable 
and express their sadness 
in a setting that allows it 

but also knows that it’s ok 
for this to have happened

I want people to remember
me as who I am. Not just 

positive or negativ just the 
whole picture. I want to 

have a happy funeral with 
colors and sad/happy tears.

I don’t want a classic 
graveyard. I want to be in a 

forest.

I would like 
to be known 

as a kind 
loving person

cheerfully! and for my 
special people to move 
ahead, be happy, keep 
me in their hearts and 

think of happy 
moments with me <3

remember me

Figure 31 Answers to question 3g

Figure 32 Answers to question 4a
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